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1.0 SUMMARY
Acoustic treatment was developed for the QCSEE UTW and OTW engines.
Treatment design concepts were studied, and hardware designs were defined to
meet the noise suppression level goals for several constituents that make up
the total engine system noise level. Treatment configurations have been de-
fined to suppress the forward and aft radiated fan-, turbine-, and combustor-
generated noise levels.
During the development phase of the treatments, acoustic laboratory duct
configurations and scale model test vehicles were utilized to obtain the
necessary data to define and estimate the fan treatment design requirements
in order to meet the engine noise-suppression objectives. Laboratory facili-
ties were also used extensively in studying the various treatment concepts
considered to have a high potential for reducing the core engine radiated
noise level.
The UTW fan inlet treatment configuration, which has a total length-to-
fan diameter ratio of 0.74, is predicted to give a total suppression of 4.5
PNdB for the reverse thrust fan operation. At takeoff power the treatment,
combined with the high throat Mach number effect, is predicted to give a
total suppression of 13.4 PNdB, of which 3 PNdB is a result of the treatment.
Approximately 6 to 7 PNdB are expected from the treatment at the approach fan
speed.
The UTW fan exhaust configuration, consisting of fan frame treatment
plus treated walls and an acoustic splitter in the fan exhaust duct, is pre-
dicted to give approximately 13.4-PNdB suppression both at takeoff and at
approach power settings.
The core exhaust treatment, which employs both high- and low-frequency
suppression (turbine and combustor noise) in a "stacked treatment" concept,
is predicted to give as much as 5-PNdB suppression of combustor noise and
about 10-PNdB suppression of turbine noise.
For the OTW engine, the predicted suppressions for the inlet are 13.5
and 10.4 PNdB at takeoff and approach, respectively; for the exhaust, the
suppression is expected to be 13.9 PNdB at both power settings.
The designs developed for each of the engine system noise constituents
approach or exceed the suppression goals that were established in the early
phase of the QCSEE program.
The results of additional supporting investigations complementary to
the treatment development are also presented and discussed herein.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
In the Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Program spon-
sored by NASA-Lewis, under Contract NAS3-18021 to the General Electric Com-
pany, two engines were designed and built to develop and demonstrate tech-
nology applicable to engines intended for future commercial short-haul turbo-
fan aircraft. Details of the design rationale are available in References 8
and 9.
The Under-the-Wing (UTW) engine utilizes several low noise features,
such as:
•	 Low fan tip speed
•	 Treated inlet with high inlet throat Mach number
•	 Rotor/stator spacing of 1.5 rotor tip chords
•	 Optimized vane/blade ratio to reduce fan second harmonic tone
content
•	 Pan exhaust wall suppression
•	 An acoustic splitter in fan exhaust passage
•	 Core suppression which utilizes a thick low-frequency resonator
with a thin high-frequency suppressor built into the low-frequency
faceplate.
Reverse thrust on this engine is achieved by actuating the variable-pitch
fan blades through stall. UTW acoustic design considerations are discussed
in Reference 10.
The Over-the-Wing (OTW) engine incorporated many of the same acoustic
design features as the UTW, *.Including the high-throat-Mach-number inlet with
bulk absorber treatment, 1.93 rotor tip chord spacing between the rotor and
stator, fan wall treatment, acoustic splitter, and stacked core treatment.
Reverse thrust was achieved by a target reverser. Details of the acoustic
design criteria of the OTW engine are given in Reference 11.
Although the engines have been designed for very low unsuppressed noise
levels, attainment of the very severe noise goal requires higher suppression
levels than ever previously achieved.
The low-noise goal requires the suppression of several noise sources,
namely: the fan inlet and exhaust, and the core (turbine and combustor)
exhaust. Suppression of all these constituents is required for the engine
operating conditions at takeoff, approach, and reverse thrust.
2
Since there are many noise-source elements that have to be considered,
much emphasis has been directed toward developing a well-balanced suppression
system in the fan inlet, fan exhaust, and core exhaust configurations. The
engine system treatment design must also be integratgd with the engine aero-
dynamic/mechanical design features; therefore, consideration must be given
to those engine design features that introduce treatment design constraints.
The treatment configurations developed herein are expected to meet the noise
suppression goals.
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3.0 DEFINITION OF SUPPRESSION REQUIREMENTS
The noise requirements for both the UTW and the OTW engine are specified
in terms of total system noise level. The noise goals for the aircraft are
given in the illustration presented in Figure 1. The noise levels at three
specific engine operating conditions are:
•	 Takeoff	 95 EPNdB on a 152.4 m
100%. FN	(500 ft) sideline - 61 m (200 ft) altitude
0.	 Approach	 95 EPNdB on a 152.4 m
65% FN	(500 ft) sideline 61 m (200 ft) altitude
•	 Reverse Thrust	 100 PNdB on a 152.4 m
35% FN	(500 ft) sideline
The noise levels pertain to an aircraft utilizing four engines.
3.1 UNSUPPRESSED UTW ENGINE SPECTRA
3.1.1 Fan Inlet Spectra
The estimated unsuppressed inlet noise spectra for the takeoff, approach,
and reverse thrust operating conditions are presented in Figures 2 through 4
for the Under-the-Wing (UTW) engine. The takeoff and approach spectra are
given for an acoustic angle of 60° on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline at an alt:G.-
tude of 61-m (200-ft).
The given spectra are estimates based on scale model data taken from
50.8-cm (20-in.) simulator tests (Reference 1) scaled to the full-size engine.
The frequency was scaled directly as the fan speed ratio, full-size to model
size; the level was scaled by 10 times the logarithm of the weight-flow ratio,
full-size tc viodel size. The spectrum given in Figure 2 is for the takeoff
condition and includes the noise reduction resulting from the 0.79 inlet
throat Mach number. Shown with the turd-wall spectra are the Noy-weighted
spectra that depict the frequency range controlling the PNdB level of the
spectrum. The Noy-weighted spectrum is essential if the treatment design is
to be optimized to reduce the noise in terms of PNdB.
Figure 3 shows the uT:;uppressed spectrum for the approach condition.
Th,! condition is for +5° blade angle, (blade rotated 8° toward flat pitch
from the nominal takeoff setting), 95% fan speed, which gives 65% of the
forward thrust available. The Noy-weighted spectrum is also given. Figure
4 shows the spectrum at the maximum noise forward angle for the reverse
thrust condition.
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Figure 2. UTW Takeoff Fan Inlet Spectra,
Hard-Wall Accelerating Inlet.
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Figure 4. UTW Reverse Thrust Unsuppressed Fan Inlet Spectra.
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3.1.2 Fan Exhaust Spectra
Figure 5 shows the aft fan unsuppressed noise spectra for the takeoff
condition. The unsuppressed spectrum and the unsuppressed Noy-weighted-spec-
trum for the maximum aft acoustic angle on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline at an
altitude of 61-m (200-ft) are shown. The unsuppressed spectrum is based on
previous scale model and full-scale fan data scaled to the UTW engine by ad-
justing for weight flow, pressure ratio, rotor/stator spacing, vane/blade
ratio, and fan tip speed. The approach spectrum is not shown since the fan
rpm during approach is nearly the same as at takeoff and thus has the same
spectrum shape.
3.1.3 Core Noise Spectra
Figure 6 shows the turbine and combustor unsuppressed spectra. The
spectra shown are for the maximum aft acoustic angle on a 152.4-m (500-ft)
sideline at 61-m (200-ft) altitude. The combined turbine and combustor
noise spectrum, Noy-weighted, is also shown. The predicted unsuppressed
spectra were obtained by the use of semiempirical prediction procedures
developed by General Electric under separate contracts (Reference 2). The
applicability of these predictions has been checked against measured data
from a QCSEE-type engine (Reference 12) where near-field and far-field mea-
surements were compared with the predicted spectra. Although the data are
contaminated by other noise sources, the comparison does show that the pre-
diction procedures for the turbine and the combustor spectra are adequate
to define the level of core noise suppression required for the QCSEE engine.
3.2 UNSUPPRESSED OTW ENGINE SPECTRA
3.2.1 Fan Inlet Spectra
Figures 7 and 8 show the unsuppressed fan inlet spectra for the OTW
engine at takeoff and approach conditions. These spectra are based on scale-
model and full-scale fan data scaled to the OTW engine by adjusting for
weight flow, pressure ratio, tip speed, and vane/blade ratio.
3.2.2 Fan Exhaust Spectra
The aft fan unsuppressed spectra for takeoff and approach conditions
are shown in Figures 9 and 10. These spectra were also predicted using pre-
viously measured scale model and full-scale fan data scaled to the OTW engine
by adjusting for weight flow, pressure ratio, tip speed, rotor/stator spacing
and vane/blade ratio.
3.2.3 Core Noise Spectra
The OTW core noise spectra (turbine and combustor noise) are given in
Figure 11. The spectra were predicted using the same procedure as previously
described in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 5. UTW Takeoff Unsuppressed Fan Exhaust Spectra.
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3.3 SYSTEM CONSTITUENT NOISE LEVELS AND SUPPRESSION LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1 UTW Engine Component Noise Levels and Required Suppression
The constituent noise levels for the UTW and the OTW engines are shown
in Figures 12 through 18 in bar chart form. The fan inlet, fan exhaust, tur-
bine, and combustor noise levels are given for maximum forward noise and
maximum aft noise angles. The unsuppressed levels plus the suppression
needed for the total system to reach the noise goal are shown.
The UTW component levels at the takeoff condition are shown in Figure
12. The levels are given for the maximum forward and the maximum aft acous-
tic angles on a 61-m (200-ft) sideline. The fan noise is seen to dominate
the unsuppressed level in both the forward and aft quadrants. The suppressed
levels indicate that the fan is still the controlling source in both quad-
rants; however, the turbine and combustor now contribute more to the total
noise level. The bar charts show that, if left unsuppressed, the combined
turbine and combustor levels would be higher than the suppressed fan. There-
fore, for achieving the total system noise goal, a core noise suppressor sys-
tem is clearly needed.
Figure 13 shows the UTW component noise levels for the approach power
condition. The unsuppressed fan dominates the total noise level in both the
forward and aft noise quadrants. The suppressed levels indicate that the fan
noise still dominates in the forward quadrant; however, the 41 quadrant
shows a balanced level among fan, combustor, and turbine.
The noise components for the UTW reverse thrust operation are shown in
Figures 14 and 15. The fan levels given in Figure 14 are based on the NASA
QF9 (Reference 13) data scaled to QCSEE size. This comparison shows the
total noise is fan-dominated in both quadrants. The suppression levels as
designated were estimated to be sufficient to attain the 100 PNdB suppressed
level goal on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline.
The levels given in Figure 15 are based on updated data relative to the
levels given in Figure 14 which were used to set the suppression require-
ments for the reverse thrust condition. The updated levels show an un-
expected increase (z5.0 PNdB) in the forward fan noise unsuppressed level.
This increase prevents the noise goal from being met without a substantial
increase in the fan suppression. The reverse thrust fan levels are based on
the 50.8-cm (20-in.) scale model fan data. Although the measured suppression
in these tests is somewhat higher than predicted in Figure 15, the additional
suppression is small compared to the source noise increase.
A summary of the UTW noise component suppression goals is given in
Table I. These suppression values are based both on the total system noise
levels (as given in Table I) for each condition and on the predicted com-
ponent levels in the bar charts given in Figures 12 through 18.
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Table I. Summary of UTW Noise Component Suppression Requirements.
• Suppression in APNdB
• Treatment Designed to Meet Takeoff 95-EPNdB Goal
Max. Fwd Angle
Fan Turbine Combustor
Takeoff	 13.5	 9.8	 5.1
Approach	 8.0	 9.8	 5.1
Reverse Thrust	 4.5	 9.8	 5.1
Max. Aft Angle
Fan	 Turbine Combustor
	
14.5	 9.8	 5.1
	
14.5
	
9.8	 5.1
	
9.3	 9.8	 5.1
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3.3.2 OTW Engine Component Noise Levels and Required Suppression
Noise component levels for the OTW engine are shown in Figures 16
through 18 in bar chart form. The levels are given for the maximum for-
ward and maximum aft angles on a 61-m (200-ft) sideline.
Figure 16 shows that the OTW unsuppressed level is dominated by fan
noise in the forward and aft quadrants. The suppressed levels indicate
that the fan is still the dominant source in both quadrants. Figure 17
gives the approach levels. Here the fan also dominates at both unsuppressed
and suppressed conditions.
Figure 18 gives the OTW reverse thrust noise levels. The comparison
shows the fan noise to be the dominating source in both forward and aft
quadrants. The thrust reverser noise level is not shown, but this noise
source is predicted to dominate the total noise level.
A summary of the OTW noise suppression requirements for the fan inlet,
fan exhaust, and core is given in Table II.
26
Table II. -Summary of OTW Noise Component Suppression Requirements.
• Suppression in APNdB
• Treatment Designed to-Meet Takeoff 95-EPNdB Goal
Max. Fwd Angle	 Max. Aft Angle
Takeoff
Approach
Reverse Thrust
Fan	 Turbine Combustor
	
13.0	 9.8	 5.1
	
7.7	 9.8	 5.1
	
7.7	 9.8	 5.1
Fan Turbine Combustor
14.5 9.8 5.1
14.5 9.8 5.1
13.0 9.8 5.1
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4.0 SUMMARY OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND TEST FACILITIES
4.1 FAN EXHAUST DUCT FACILITIES AND TESTS
The acoustic treatment design development for the QCSEE UTW and OTW
engines consists of several elements, each aimed at providing essential
data needed to define effective treatment designs for the fan inlet, fan.
exhaust, and core exhaust.
The designs of the aft fan acoustic treatment for the QCSEE engines are
based on supporting data from acoustic duct and scale model fan test results.
Acoustic lab tests were aimed at giving the required data base needed both to
design new treatment concepts, such as phased and variable-depth treatment,
and to optimize the faceplate porosity. A schematic diagram of the acoustic
duct test facility is shown in Figure 19. The treatment location and the
noise-source input positions are indicated. A Ling Electronics EPT-200
Electropneumatic Transducer acoustic driver is used as a noise source; it
was operated in the mode that produced broadband noise over the entire spec-
trum of interest.
A schematic depicting the transmission-loss data acquisition system is
given in Figure 20. The acoustic instrumentation used to record data in
determining treatment suppression values included two acoustic waveguide
probes located forward and aft of the treatment section as indicated in the
figure. The sound level was measured by 1.27-cm (0.50-in.) B&K microphones
attached to the end of each probe. The signal was filtered using a 1/3-
octave-band analyzer and recorded using an X-Y plotter. Each probe was
connected to an actuator system to provide a traverse at the upstream and
downstream axial positions. Thus, a transverse map of the noise levels was
recorded. The signal provided by the noise generator was introduced upstream
of the treatment section. Aerodynamic instrumentation was included to deter-
mine the duct Mach number. Pitot-static probes were mounted in the duct mid-
stream, and manometers were used in reading pressure levels.
4.2 FAN EXHAUST TREATMENT TESTING ON SCALE-MODEL FAN VEHICLE
The fan exhaust treatment configuration that acoustic duct tests found
to best suppress noise was further evaluated. A test series, designated as
the Scale Model Fan Test Program, was conducted in the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, Anechoic Chamber. Aft radiated noise level effects were
measured with the noise source provided by a low tip speed, low pressure
ratio, 50.8-cm (20-in.) diameter NASA-Lewis-Research-Center Fan (designated
Rotor 55). The test chamber and its sound field are shown schematically in
Figure 21, while Figure 22 presents a schematic cross section of the test
vehicle. A photograph of the installed vehicle is shown in Figure 23 with
the location of the duct probes identified. More details of the test facil-
ity, test vehicle, data acquisition and data reduction system, can be found
in Reference 3.
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Figure 21. Schematic of the General Electric -Schenectady
Anechoic Chamber, Fan Exhaust Test Configuration;
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4.3 FAN INLET TREATMENT TESTING ON SCALE MODEL FAN VEHICLE
A series of tests selected to develop the required inlet treatment design
was also conducted in the anechoic environment of the General Electric. Com-
pany, Schenectady, Anechoic Chamber. A sketch of the facility is shown in
Figure 24, and a photograph is presented in Figure 25. It is comprised of:
•	 A 2,500-hp drive system for speeds up to 15,000 rpm.
•	 An anechoic chamber approximately 10.67-m (35.0-ft) wide by 7.62-m
(25.0-ft) long by 3.05-m (10.0-ft) high designed for less than it
dB standing wave ratio at 200 Hz. All walls, floor, and ceiling
are covered with an array of 71.1-cm (28.0-in.) polyurethane foam
wedges.
•	 Porous walls for minimum inflow distortion to the fan when mea-
suring inlet radiated noise.
•	 Ability to install the fan for evaluation of both forward and
exhaust radiated noise.
•	 Far-field noise measurement on a 5.2-m (17.0-ft) arc from 0 to 110'
relative to the inlet for inlet-radiated noise.
The sound field is set up with the center of the arc located at the ,fan face
during tests of inlet-radiated noise levels.
The test vehicle (Figure 26) was an adjustable-pitch 50.8-cm (20-in.)
diameter exact linear scale model (scale factor 20:71) of the QCSEE Under-
the-wing (UTW) variable-pitch fan. The scale model included the rotor, the
nonaxisymmetric bypass OGV and pylon, the core stator, and the transition
duct for the core flow. On the transition duct that guides the fan hub flow
into the core compressor, a modification was made to permit the use of an
existing facility drive shaft. The modification was regarded as minor.
There were 18 variable-pitch rotor blades with a solidity of 0.95 at
the tip and 0.98 at the hub. The 50.8-cm (20-in.) simulator fan assembly
on the test stand is shown in Figure 27. A fully adjustable discharge valve
was used to vary the bypass exhaust nozzle area. The core flow was controlled
by suction through two Fuller pumps.
4.4 CORE EXHAUST DUCT FACILITY AND TESTS
Acoustic duct testing was conducted in the cold flow and high-tempera-
ture acoustic duct facilities. Treatment concepts such as side-branch re-
sonators and stacked SDOF (single-degree-of-freedom) treatment were evaluated
in a progam aimed at defining the core exhaust treatment for the QCSEE UTW as
well as for OTW engines, which use a common, core design.
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The cold flow rectangular duct was used to test new concepts and evalu-
ate candidates for testing in the High-Temperature Acoustic Duct Facility
(HITAD). The HITAD testing'-enabled the evaluation of the proposed treatment
concepts under the environmental conditions expected in the engine core ex-
haust, such as airflow and engine temperature.
The cold flow rectangular duct facility was described in Section 4.1.
The HITAD facility is depicted in the photo on Figure 28. The test setup
used to perform the duct transmission-loss measurements is schematically
illustrated in Figure 29. The facility is capable of obtaining Mach numbers
up to 0.5 and temperatures up to 1200' F. The acoustic treatment test panels
were mounted in a 10.16-cm (4-in.) by 20.32-cm (8-in.) rectangular duct cross
section with the treated surfaces 10.16-cm (4-in.) apart. Test panels up to
91.44-cm (36-in.) in length and 15.24-cm (6-in.) in depth can 'be tested. The
instrumentation used in acquiring acoustic data and monitoring the test condi-
tions is shown in Figure 29.
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5.0 FAN EXHAUST TREATMENT DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
5.1 ACOUSTIC DUCT TESTS
A series of acoustic tests was conducted in the rectangular duct test
facility in an effort to develop the treatment design technology needed to
define the QCSEE fan exhaust treatment. A description of the test facility
is given in Section 4.0 of this report. The duct tests were designed to pro-
vide the data needed to study the significance of several acoustic parameters
felt to have an influence on the suppression characteristics of resonator-
type treatment systems. Data were taken at different Mach numbers for each
test configuration.
5.1.1 Phased Treatment Concept
Acoustic duct tests were conducted for configurations with variable-
depth panels rather than for the more conventional constant-depth design.
This concept was evaluated extensively since potential suppression increases
had been demonstrated by,Zorumski of NASA. Two phased-treatment test config-
urations were derived in 'the laboratory duct from extensive empirical explor-
ation of various possible combinations of the four different thicknesses of
panels listed in Figure 30; each panel thickness was tested for both 12% and
27% faceplate porosities. The arrangement (sequence) of the different thick-
nesses which yielded the best result in the laboratory duct is also shown in
Figure 30. The highest suppression was obtained with the 27% porosity case;
the results for the 12% case are included for comparison.
Data results showing the measured corrected transmission-loss values
for the low- (12X) and the high-porosity (27X) configurations for Mach num-
bers 0, 0.3, and 0.4 are given in Figures 31 through 36.
The corrected transmission loss spectra for the two configurations are
compared in Figure 37 at a 0.4 Mach number condition. The comparison indi-
cates a very significant increase in suppression at most of the 1/3-octave-
band frequencies, with a difference of 8 dB shown at 4000 Hz. This substan-
tial increase in the duct suppression level with the variable-depth treat-
ment that had the high faceplate porosity value (27X) was the basis for
choosing similar designs for further evaluation on the scale model fan
vehicle. The designs and the resulting data are presented and discussed
later in this section.
5.1.2 Porosity Optimization
In order to optimize the faceplate porosity, tests were run on several
constant-depth treatment configurations having various faceplate porosities.
Figure 38 shows a schematic defining the geometry of the test configurations.
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Propagatic
Direction
Height = 20.32 cm
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1
Cold Flow Acoustic Duct Facility
• Straight Duct Geometry
E- Length = 91.44 cm
(36.0 in.)
Figure 38. Definition of Acoustic Duct Constant-Depth
Treatment Configurations.
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For each configuration, the treatment length of 91.44-cm (36.0-in.) was main-
tained with a corresponding constant duct height of 20.32-cm (8.0-in.). Data
were recorded at duct Mach numbers of 0, 0.3, and 0.4 for each.treatment con-
figuration tested.
The test matrix of SDOF configuations tested in the porosity optimiza-
tion effort is given in Table III. Panel depths range from 0.635-cm (0.25-in.)
to 4.44-cm (1.75-in.). A total of seven different porosity values were tested,
from a low of 3.6% to a high of 27.0%. Table IV defines the faceplate and
the honeycomb cell dimensions. In addition, a low-frequency case is included,
using the data from configurations defined in Figure 144. The data itself
are given in Figure 153.
The test results in terms of corrected transmission loss are given in
L'	 Figures 39 through 53. Data are given for the no-flow condition and for
duct Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.4. The objective of these tests, as men-
tioned in the above discussion, was to identify the optimum face-sheet poros-
ity. Figure 54 gives a correlation, developed from the data, that defines
the optimum porosity versus the parameter H/a o - the ratio of the duct height
(H) to the wave length (a o ) at which peak suppression occurred - that gives
the highest peak suppression at 0.4 duct Mach number. The dashed lines de-
fine the sensitivity of peak suppression to faceplate porosity; the range
of porosity within the lines will provide a suppression approximately within
5% of the peak. The curve was developed by determining the porosity and fre-
quency at which the peak suppression occurred at a 0.4 Mach number. The fre-
quency was then converted to H/ao because of the theoretical dependence of
optimum resistance upon this parameter.
5.2 SCALE MODEL ROTOR 55 VEHICLE TESTS
The Rotor 55 fan exhaust treatment evaluation tests were selected such
that the design concepts defined in the acoustic duct could be further evalu-
ated in an engine-type environment with a rotating fan vehicle serving as
the noise source. Treatment configurations utilizing constant-depth and
variable-depth panels were tested with various faceplate porosity combina-
tions.
The variable-depth treatment designs had four different sections of
treatment. Each of these sections was designed to have a different tuning
frequency which produces a variation in the acoustic parameter H/a o . Theo-
retically, the optimum acoustic resistance varies with this parameter. Thick
acoutic liners tuned to low frequencies typically give low H/ ao values and
require low resistance. Thus, a thick panel requires a higher porosity value
than a thinner panel.
Various treatment depth combinations were evaluated at 12% and 27%
porosities. All had a treated L/H value of 4.6 and were made up of four
treatment panels. The different combinations tested were as follows (t is
the depth and v is the faceplate porosity):
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Table III. Definition of Constant-Depth Treatment Configurations
Tested for Porosity-Optimization Study.
• Test Matrix of SDOF Configurations
Tested in a 20.32-cm (8-in.) Duct
Configuration	 Depth	 Porosity, %
cm	 in.
A 0.635 0.25 3.6
B 0.635 0.25 5.0
C 0.635 0.25 7.5
D 0.635 0.25 10.0
E 0.635 0.25 14.5
F 1.270 0.50 5.0
G 1.270 0.50 5.0
H 1.270 0.50 7.5
I 1.270 0.50 10.0
J 1.270 0.50 14.5
K 1.270 0.50 22.7
L 4.440 1.75 7.5
M 4.440 1.75 10.0
N 4.440 1.75 14.5
0 4.440 1.75 22.7
P 4.440 1.75 27.0
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Table IV. Detail Definition of Faceplate and Core Cell Size for Constant-
Depth Treatment Configuration Tested in Porosity-Optimization
Study.
• Faceplate and Honeycomb Cell Dimensions
Configuration Faceplate Thickness Hole Diameter Honeycomb Cell Size
cm (in.) cm (in.) cm : (in.)
A Through F 0.083 (0.0325) 0.159 (0.0625) 0.635 (0.250)
G 0.083 (0.0325) 0.159 (0.0625) 0.950 0.375)
H Through 0 0.083 (0.0325) 0.159 (0.0625) 0.635 (0.250)
P 0.046 (0.0180) 0.084 (0.0330) 0.635 (0.250)
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Treatment Panel
1	 2	 3	 4
t,	 0,	 t,	 Q,	 t,	 G,	 t,	 Q,
Configuration	 cm (in.) %	 cm (in.) %	 cm (in.) % cm (in.) %
Constant-Depth No. 1
	 1.9
	
12	 1.9
	
12	 1.9
	
12	 1.9
	
12
	
(0.75)	 (0.75)
	
(0.75)	 (0.75)
Constant-Depth No. 2
	 1.9	 27	 1.9
	
27	 1.9
	
27	 1.9
	
27
	
(0.75)	 (0.75)
	
(0.75)	 (0.75)
Variable-Depth No. 1
	 0.6	 12	 1.2	 12	 1.9
	
12	 3.8	 12
Panels	 (0.25)	 (0.50)	 (0.75)	 (1.5)
Variable-Depth No. 2
	 0.6	 27	 1.2	 27	 1.9
	
27	 3.8	 27
Panels	 (0.25)
	
(0.50)	 (0.75)
	
(1.5)
Variable-Depth and	 1.27	 12	 1.9
	
12	 0.635
	
12	 3.8	 27
Mixed-Porosity	 -(0.50)	 (0.75)	 (0.25)
	
(1.5)
5.2.1 Constant-Depth Treatment Configurations
The constant-depth treatment configurations had a panel depth of 1.9 cm
(0.75 in.) with porosity values of 12% and 27%. The measured 1/3-octave-band
suppression is given in Figure 55 for both the 12% and 27% faceplate porosi-
ties. The data are for the maximum aft acoustic angle (111°) for fan speeds
of 70% and 100% N/ 38.
The 12% porosity configuration gave a higher suppression level over the
indicated frequency. This suggests that the acoustic resistance of the 12%
porosity faceplate is closer to the optimum resistance value for the test
conditions. The duct Mach ;number is 0.3 at 70% N/36 and 0.42 at 100% N/ 39.
Figure 56 gives the suppression comparison for the 12% porosity configuration
at the two fan speeds, 70%'N/ 38 and 100% N/38. The peak suppression de-
creases 3.0 dB as the fan speed is increased from 70% N/ 39 to 100% N/ 38
This reduction could be a result of increasing the resistance of the resonator
system above the optimum since the Mach number is increased from 0.3 to 0.42
for higher fan speed.
Figure 57 gives the same data comparison for the 27% porosity configura-
tion. The peak s u pression increases as the fan speed is increased, which
could mean that th-, 27% porosity has a resistance below the optimum. The
higher resistance z.o sulting from the increased Mach number at the 100% N/ 38
fan speed point improves suppression.
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Predicted Versus Measured Suppression
The measured suppression spectrum at 70% N/;d fan speed is repeated
in Figure 58 for the 12% porosity configuration. The suppression is compared
with the predicted suppression spectrum, which was calculated from a predic-
tion method that is based on previous engine and fan vehicle data. The
agreement is very good at all frequencies other than the peak. As can be
seen the predicted peak frequency is somewhere between the 2000 Hz and 2500
Hz 1/3-octave-band frequencies. This results in a filter split which could
tend to cause the peak measured suppression level being lower than it would
have otherwise been.
5.2.2 Variable-Depth Treatment Configurations
5.2.2.1 Constant Porosity
The variable-depth treatment configurations consisted of panels having
four different depths with equal treated lengths. The suppression and a
sketch of the treatment configuration is given in Figure 59. The suppression
data are for fan speeds of 70% and 100% N/jg at the maximum aft acoustic
angle. At 100% Nlie the 12% porosity gives the better suppression at
higher frequencies (3150 Hz to 8000 Hz); the 27% porosity configuration, how-
ever, offers more peak suppression by 2 to 3 dB. The 12% porosity gives more
suppression for all frequencies at 70% N/jg.
5.2.2.2 Mixed Porosity
The two treatment configurations shown in Figure 60 have variable-depth
panels with one having a constant 12% faceplate porosity and the other having
panels with 12% and 27% porosities. The configuration with the mixed poros-
ity is also different in that the 3.81 cm (0.25 in.) and 1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
panel positions are interchanged.
Suppression spectra for the two configurations are shown in Figure 61.
The suppression is given for fan speeds of 70% N/,/e and 100 N/,/g at the
maximum at the maximum aft acoustic angle. Suppression comparison for the
two configurations shows little difference at the higher frequency values.
Figure 62 shows suppression spectra measured for single sections of treatment
with a treated L/Fi of 1.15. Spectra are given Lor 100% N/,/O at the maximum
aft acoustic angle. The four liner depths give four tuning frequencies, which
enables a comparison of peak suppression versus the acoustic parameter (H/xo).
The results show that for H/ao values of 1.94, 1.22, and 0.97 the 12% poros-
ity gives more peak suppression. However, as the H/a o value is reduced to
0.78 with the 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) panel, the 27% porosity has the higher peak
suppression. This result is strong evidence that for the lower H/a o 's a
lower resistance w<:,lue is required for best suppression. This fact does not
suggest that 27% porosity is optimum, but that relative to 12% the resulting
acoustic resistance is nearer optimum for these H/ao and L/H values.
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5.2.3 Comparison of Variable- and Constant-Depth Panel Suppression
Results
Suppression spectra comparisons for the variables versus the constant
depth treatment configurations as defined in Figure 63 are compared in Fig-
ure 64. The data are for a fan speed of 100% N/je at the maximum aft
acoustic angle. The variable-depth treatment shows a wider suppression band-
width, with the constant-depth treatment giving more peak suppression. These
suppression characteristics are expected since the variable-depth treatment
gives four different tuning frequencies, spreading the suppression out over
a broader frequency range. The constant-depth treatment has one design fre-
quency which gives the higher suppression level.
The suppression performance for the variable-depth configuration can be
evaluated by comparing the suppression results with previous suppression data.
Figure 65 gives the predicted and measured suppression for a variable-depth
mixed-porosity configuration at 100% N/je. The porosity values and the
treatment orientation are indicated in the sketch shown on Figure 65. The
prediction method used in calculating the suppression spectrum is from a cor-
relation based on engine data, with the treatment consisting of single-phase
constant-depth treatment designs with constant porosity. The predicted sup-
pression level is lower than the measured levels at all frequencies higher
than 3150 Hz. The suppression improvements in bandwidth can be attributed
to the different tuning frequencies which give a system capable of spreading
the suppression out over a broader frequency range. Also the improvement
could be a result of a "phased-treatment effect" as observed in the duct data;
however, the suppression level improvement from this phenomenon is small when
compared to the suppression increase measured in the acoustic duct facility.
5.2.4 Acoustic Splitter Simulation
Fan exhaust suppression requirements in many cases can be satisfied by
wall treatment plus an acoustic splitter. Thickness restrictions on the
splitter are not compatible with the range of treatment thicknesses usually
permissible on the outer and inner flowpaths. Thus, one of the treatment
configurations was designed to simulate a splitter condition. A sketch
depicting the treatment design is shown in Figure 66. The outer wall treat-
ment has variable-depth panels with the inner wall treatment having a con-
stant thickness. Also shown in Figure 66 are the predicted and measured sup-
pressions. The splitter simulation configurations are discussed later in
this report. Here, as was the case for the variable-depth treatment on both
walls, the predicted suppression in the higher frequencies is less than mea-
sured. However, the difference for the splitter simulation is less than for
the variable-depth mixed-porosity design.
A comparison of the suppression spectra for the three different config-
urations defined in Figure 67 is seen in Figures 68 and 69. These configura-
tions are as follows:
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Constant-depth treatment on both walls.
•	 Variable-depth treatment on both walls.
•	 Splitter simulation: variable-depth treatment on one wall with
constant-depth treatment on the other.
Figure 68 compares the suppressions measured for the "simulated splitter"
and the constant-depth configuration at fan speeds of 70% N/,/8 and 100 N/,/6.
The splitter configuration has the wider suppression bandwidth although the
peak suppression levels are approximately the same. Figure 69 compares the
"splitter-simulation" spectrum with the suppression spectrum measured for
the treatment configuration having variable-depth treatment on both walls,
for fan speeds of 70% N/i9 and 100% N/j6. The configuration with vari-
able-depth treatment on both walls has a somewhat better suppression band-
width than the splitter case; however, the splitter configuration has a
slightly higher peak suppression.
5.2.5 Treatment Area Effectiveness
Treatment area losses are usually unavoidable in real engine hardware
due to flanges, instrumentation, and faceplate hole blockage. A simulation
of this blockage was made by taping approximately 20% of the treated surface
area of each of four panels on the inner and outer walls. The fan exhaust
treatment configurations tested are shown in Figure 70. The configuration
without taping has an effective L/H of 4.6, and a L/H of 3.7 with taping.
This would result in a 20% predicted loss of treatment effectiveness if sup-
pression in AdB varies linearly with treatment area.
The suppression spectra for the two configuration values are shown in
Figure 71 for fan speeds of 70% N/ ig and 100% N/ 36. Data are given at
the maximum aft angle as measured on a 5.18-m (17-ft) arc. Suppression de-
creases for each fan speed with the reduced treatment area. This reduction
occurs primarily over the 1,600-10,000-Hz frequency range. No significant
change in suppression is noted at frequencies below 1,600 Hz.
Figure 72 provides a comparison of the suppression loss measured using
the reduced treatment area, and the suppression loss predicted using a linear
relation between treatment area and suppression. Approximately 1/4 to 1/2
of the predicted suppre^ .-ion loss was measured for the configuration with
treatment blockage. This result shows that a linear relation between treat-
ment area and suppression did not hold in the case tested.
The correlation given in Figure 73 first shows the peak suppression in
terms of the actual L/H value and in the second graph shows the peak suppres-
sion rate (AdB/L/H) versus the actual L/H value. This correlation shows that
the effectiveness of the treatment decreases as the L/H parameter is in-
creased. With this situation a linear prediction method would not be ex-
pected to give good agreement. The suppression rate used in making suppres-
sion estimates is based on a data bank with treated L/H values in the 2.0 to
U
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4.0 range. Thus for higher L/H values, as is the case for these configura-
tions (L/H values of 3.7 and 4.6), the reduction in suppression resulting
from treatment area loss would be overestimated. However, if the same
method for smaller L/H values is used (L/H values <2.0) then the penalty
would be underestimated.
Rotor-OGV Treatment
Acoustic treatment was placed between the fan rotor and OGV's along
the outer flowpath only. The type of treatment used was a single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) resonator with the honeycomb cell slanted in the circumferen-
tial direction. The resonator cavity and faceplate dimensions of the design
are as follows:
•	 Straight cavity depth, 2.54 cm (1.0 in.)
•	 Slant cell length, 3.81 cm (1.5 in.)
•	 Faceplate porosity, 28%
•	 Hole diameter, 0.083 cm (0.033 in.)
•	 Faceplate thickness, (0.048 cm (0.019 in.)
The panel was designed to have a tuning frequency of about 2000 Hz, the
blade passing frequency at 100% N/j6.
The rotor-OGV treatment was evaluated for two fan exhaust configura-
tions. The first test was with an untreated fan exhaust configuration to
determine the effectiveness of treatment in this region. The second test
was run with a fully treated fan exhaust configuration to determine if the
suppression measured for the first configuration is additive with treatment
in the fan exhaust.
The suppression for the configuration having rotor--OGV treatment with-
out the fan exhaust treatment is given in Figure 74 for fan speeds of 70%
N/,^e and 100% N/ j. All data are for the maximum aft acoustic angle mea-
sured on a 5.18-m (17-ft) arc. The data in Figure 74 show that the rotor-OGV
treatment achieved both tone and broadband suppression. The tone suppression
level increased from 2.5 dB at 70% N/je to 5 dB at 100% N/j6. Broadband
noise suppression varies from 0.5 to 2.0 dB over the measured frequency range
for both fan speed points.'
Figure 75 gives the suppression spectra for the fully treated fan ex-
haust with and without the rotor-OGV treatment at fan speeds of 70% N/ je and
at 100% N/ j. The fully treated fan exhaust configuration consisted
of:
•
	
	
Variable-depth treatment with panel depths of 0.63 cm (0.25 in.);
1.27 cm (0.5 in.); 1.9 cm (0.75 in.); and 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) on
both walls.
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The addition of the rotor-OGV treatment increased the tone and broad-
band suppression levels at 70% N/dg. The broadband suppression increased
from 1-3 dB while the tone suppression increased some 2-3 dB. The results
for the 100% N/,/6 fan speed point show the broadband suppression level in-
creased by 1-3 dB for the rotor-OGV treatment with about a 3-dB increase in
the tone suppression level. These data show the rotor-OGV treatment to be
effective at both fan speeds and gives suppression even when combined with a
fully treated exhaust configuration.
5.2.6 Variable-Depth. Treatment Orientation
Acoustic rectangular duct data taken prior to the Rotor 55 fan exhaust
tests gave indications that suppression levels were strongly influenced by
axial treatment depth orientation for a high-porosity (27%) faceplate design;
however, the duct data showed suppression to be independent of axial orienta-
tion for a 12% faceplate porosity.
Figure 76 shows a schematic of the variable-depth configurations that
were run with thin/thick and thick/thin treatment orientation. The suppres-
sion for the configuration with 12% porosity is shown in Figure 77 for 70%
N/,/8 and 100% N/,/e fan speeds. These data were taken at the maximum aft
acoustic angles on a 5.18-m (17-ft) arc. The 70% N1,18 fan speed point sup-
pression results show that at frequencies greater than the peak attenuation
frequency the thin/thick treatment sequence gives higher suppression. Sup-
pression at frequencies below the peak attenuation is not greatly influenced
by the treatment sequence. The same comparison of data at 100% N/je fan
speed shows less difference in suppression over the entire frequency range.
Figure 78 gives suppression for the configuration with 27% faceplate
porosity. At 70% N/,/e— the thin/thick configuration gave better suppression
at the higher frequencies, somewhat less at lower frequencies, than the thick/
thin configuration. The results in Figure 78 for 100% N/,Fe likewise show an
advantage at higher frequencies for the thin/thick configuration. The low
frequencies show no difference in the suppression levels.
The Rotor 55 data show the same trend as the duct data, in that the sen-
sitivity in suppression with respect to treatment arrangement is more notable
for the high-porosity (27%) design. However, the difference in suppression
level as measured in Rotor 55 is much less than prior duct data had indicated.
The total suppression level obtained from the 27% porosity thin/thick con-
figuration is small when compared with other configurations having either
constant 12% porosity, or a mixed-porosity design. For the optimum design of
the configurations tested here, suppression seems to be independent of the
treatment placement. Hence, the thick-to-thin orientation is used in the
engine design (which will be discussed later) since the engine nacelle can
accommodate this arrangement more readily.
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5.3 ENGINE. BOILERPLATE TREATMENT DESIGN AND SUPPRESSION ESTIMATES
kSuppression results from the rotor-OGV and the fan exhaust series of
tests were utilized in the design of the QCSEE UTW engine Boilerplate No. 1
fan exhaust treatment configuration. The design features that showed desir-
able suppression (based on the data as presented herein) were maintained in
the aft duct treatment design whenever possible. The design approach is to
use variable-depth treatment with mixed porosity aimed at optimizing the
acoustic resistance for each treatment panel. These two considerations are
necessary for maximum suppression bandwidth and peak suppression.
Figure 79 depicts Une rotor-OGV treatment design for Rotor 55 and for
the UTW engine. The acoustic parameter L/H is given for each of the con-
figurations and is calculated from the average length of the inner and outer
walls relative to the duct height. The engine has more treatment in this area
than was tested in Rotor 55. A straight cell geometry with 1OX porosity was
used. Treatment on the inner wall was also included in the engine design,
giving a greater amount of treatment area. Data from other test vehicles
show that the amount of damping offered by the lower 10% porosity is very
effective in the rotor-OGV region.
Figure 80 gives a sketch of the engine aft duct outer wall treatment
and the Rotor 55 configuration that was used to simulate, the engine design.
One notable difference in the two designs is the orientation of the outer
wall treatment, being thick/thin rather than thin/thick. Such a design was
more adaptable to the engine configuration, and was selected because the
data results (as previously discussed) showed no penalty in suppression for
low-porosity designs. The acoustic parameters L/H and H/xo are also given.
The L/H value is slightly higher for the engine (5.5 versus 5.2). The H/lo
values are for the measured maximum-attenuation frequency from Rotor 55 and
the calculated peak-attenuation frequency for the engine.
The previously used GE prediction method was #djusted to give better
agreement with the Rotor 55 measured suppressions. The adjustment in the
prediction method resulted in increasing the suppression bandwidth in the
higher frequency tsAnge above the peak attenuation ;frequency. The original
predicted levels were increased by a factor of 10% for all frequencies having
a H/X value greater than1.0. The procedure also accounted for treatment
area losses not depicted in engine drawings used in preliminary design esti-
mates. Previous procedure had been to use a linear relation between treat-
ment area reduction and the predicted decrease in suppression levels. This
procedure was modified based on the results discussed previously herein,
which show the measured suppression loss to be 1/4 to 1/2 the predicted
level. Thus, in the modified procedure, only 50% of the treatment area loss
is assumed.
Figure 81 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured suppression
(using the modified prediction procedure) for the configurations as defined
in the sketch. The configuration has variable-pitch treatment and a mixed-
porosity design. The measured and predicted suppression are seen to have
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good agreement. Figure 82 gives a comparison of the predicted and measured
data for the configuration used in simulating the engine splitter configura-
tion. The predicted value is higher than the measured peak suppression; how-
ever, good agreement is indicated at most of the other 1/3-octave-band fre-
quencies.
Figure 83 shows the UTW Boilerplate No. 1 treatment configuration, and
gives a summary of the treatment design details, including the rotor-OGV,
vane, and fan exhaust treatment. The porosity values were defined based on
acoustic duct tests where optimum suppression values were correlated with
H/ao . The prediction procedure as described above was used in arriving at
this design.
Suppression calculations were made for several different combinations
of treatment lengths and tuning frequencies until a balanced design was
achieved. The Noy-weighted suppressed fan spectrum given in Figure 84 illus-
trates that a balanced design was achieved. To further increase the suppres-
sion in terms of PNL requires additional suppression in both the high and low
frequencies. The predicted suppression for the recommended design is 13.4
PNdB. This level of fan exhaust-radiated noise suppression, when combined.
with the other noise constituents, is expected to allow the total engine sys-
tem level of 95 EPNdB to be met.
This same fan exhaust duct treatment design was used for the OTW engine
as a "first cut" design for that engine as well; the same procedure was also
used for the core treatment (combustor and turbine) in which the same hard-
ware was intended for use on both engines.
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6.0 FAN INLET TREATMENT DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
6.1 SCALE MODEL INLET TESTS
The UTW 50.8-cm (20-in.) diameter scale model fan was used to evaluate
the effectiveness of several inlet treatment configurations and to identify
a design capable of meeting the engine noise suppression goal. The overall
inlet suppression objectives for the system at different operating conditions
were:
OPNdB
Takeoff	 13
Approach	 8
Reverse Thrust	 3
Two types of inlets were evaluated in scale model testing. The first
type was an accelerating inlet, with inlet noise obtained from a combination
of high inlet flow throat Mach number at takeoff power and acoustic treatment.
Suppression at approach and reverse thrust operation is obtained from the
acoustic treatment only. The second inlet evaluated in the tests was a
conventional low Mach inlet design, with suppression obtained from treatment
at all system operating conditions.
6.1.1 Description of Inlet Treatment Configuration
6.1.1.1 Accelerating Inlets
Four different inlet treatment configurations for the accelerating inlet
are defined in Table V. Each of the treatment configurations had a treated
length-to-fan-diameter ratio (LT/Df) of 0.74 with the total treatment length
consisting of three sections having different panel depths. All of these
configurations employed resonator-type treatment which was designed for the
reverse thrust condition. Table VI gives the treatment faceplate definition
for each treatment configuration. Included are the faceplate hole diameter,
porosity, and thickness. The design-objective values of each panel's tuning
frequency are shown in Table V; the actual tuning frequencies predicted for
each panel are shown in Figures 86 through 89 for inlets A and B and C and D
in reverse thrust and forward thrust, respectively. The panel reactance
values were predicted using the analytical relations given in Reference 5.
The optimum reactance values were determined by the analtyical model presented
by E.J. Rice in Reference 4.
6.1.1.2 Low Mach Inlets
The low Mach inlet treatment configurations are defined in Table VII.
The configurations have (LT/Df) ratios of 0.825 and 0.85 with the total treated
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lTable V. Accelerating Inlet Treatment Designs.
0.22 LT/DF	 0.37 LT/DF-►I0.15 LT/DF
0.74 LT/DF
Rotor
Tuning Frequency, Hz
Reverse Thrust
	
Cavity Depth	 Open
	 Full-	 Scale-
Section
	 cm	 (in.)	 Area, %
	 Scale	 Model
Treatment A
	 1	 0.312 (0.123)
	 24.0	 3150	 11182
2	 0.570 (0.225)
	 24.0	 2000	 7100
3	 1.720 (0.680)	 24.0	 1000	 3550
Treatment B	 1	 0.312 (0.123)
	 9:2	 3150	 11182
2	 0.570 (0.225)
	 9.2	 2000	 7100
3	 1.720 (0.680)	 9.2	 1000	 3550
Treatment C
	 1	 0.134 (0.053)	 3.6	 3150	 11182
2	 0.325 (0.128)	 3.6	 2000
	 7100
3	 1.420 (0.560)	 3.6	 1000	 3550
Treatment D	 1	 0.246 (0.097)
	 7.2	 3150	 11182
2	 0.744 (0.293)
	 14.4	 2000	 7100
3	 2.060 (0.812)	 28.0	 1000	 3550
t	 Table VI. Accelerating Inlet Designs, Acoustic
Treatment Faceplate Definitions.
	
Hole Diameter
	 Thickness
Inlet
	 cm	 in.)	 Porosity, %	 cm	 in.
A. All Sections	 0.0240	 (0.0600)	 24.0	 0.0320	 (0.0810)
B. All Sections	 0.0450	 (0.1100)	 9.2	 0.0200	 (0.0508)
C. All Sections	 0.0625
	 (0.1580)	 3.6	 0.0200	 (0.0508)
Inlet D
1	 0.0330	 (0.0830)	 7.2	 0.0200	 (0.0508)
2	 0.0220	 (0.0550)	 14.4	 0.0200	 (0.0508)
3	 0.0450	 (0.1140)	 28.0	 0.0320	 (0.0508)
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Table VII. Lowy Mach Inlet Treatment Designs.
0.30 LT/"
0.575
A
0.275 LT/" [*--O.25LT/DF-o
Rotor	 Rotor
Tuning Frequency, Hz
Reverse Thrust
Treatment A
Treatment B
Treatment C
Cavity Depth Open Full- Scale
Section cm in.) Area, % Scale Model
2 0.381 (0.150) 10.0 2000 7100
3 1.420 (0.560) 10.0 1000 3550
4 1.147 (0.058) 10.0 3150 11182
1 1.270 (0.500) 28.0
2 1.270 (0.500) 28.0 Broadband
Characteristics
3 1.270 (0.500) 28.0
2 0.134 (0.053) 3.6 2800 9940
3 0.393 (0.155) 3.6 1550 5500
4 0.200 (0.080) 3.6 2253 8000
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length consisting of three sections, each of which has a different panel depth.
Two of the configurations, A and C, are resonator-type treatments and the
other configuration, B, is a bulk absorber design. The faceplate for each
of the treatments is defined in Table VIII. The same methods for panel reac-
tance and optimum reactance were used here as for the accelerating inlets (see
Section 6.1.1.1). Estimates of the resistance were made per Reference 14.
6.1.2 Treatment Designs
6.1.2.1 Accelerating Inlet Treatment
The treatment designs presented in Table V for the accelerating inlet
configurations were designed for reverse thrust operation, because the de-
sired suppression levels at takeoff power were assumed to be achievable
primarily from the high throat Mach number accelerating inlet design. This
assumption was based on previous high Mach inlet test data. The suppression
requirements at approach power were also considered. Preliminary estimates
indicated that the suppression requirements could be obtained from the treat-
ment designed for the reverse thrust conditions. The predicted noise spectrum
for the reverse thrust mode is given in Figure 85. The spectrum is based on
QF9 data (Reference 13) and is scaled to the full-size UTW engine. The Noy-
weighted unsuppressed spectrum is also given and indicates that the spectrum
requires broadband suppression characteristics in order to obtain significant
suppression in terms of APNdB. Thus, the inlet treatment of each configura-
tion has three thicknesses to provide the various tuning frequencies as
defined in Table V. The Noy-weighted unsuppressed spectrum indicates that
tuning at these frequencies is necessary to provide a balanced design. The
full-scale and scale model tuning frequencies are given in Table V.
The required treatment depths and faceplate parameters needed to give
the tuning frequencies were determined by using analytical methods to predict
the acoustic reactance of the treatment and the optimum reactance required
in designing for the reverse thrust mode. Treatments A, B, and C were designed
fr-r the lowest order radial mode, with a 10th order spinning lobe pattern.
Treatment D was designed for the 15th order spinning lobe pattern. The ana-
lytical model used for determining the optimum reactance is presented by
E.J. Rice in Reference 4. The predicted panel reactance values were made
using the analytical relations given in Reference 5.
Figure 86 shows the predicted optimum reactance for the 10th order
lobe pattern as a function of frequency for reverse thrust plus the predicted
ractance for treatments A and B. Figure 87 depicts the same type of infor-
mation for treatments C and D. The intersecti.t.sh of the optimum reactance
curve with the predicted reactance curve determines.the tuning frequencies
for each section of treatment. A comparison of the predicted optimum re-
actance versus the predicted panel reactance shows that the panel designs
have the optimum reactance within the previously defined 1/3-octave-band
tuning frequencies for reverse thrust operation.
45
Table VIII. Low Mach Inlet Faceplate Definitions.
Hole Diameter Faceplate Thickness
cm	 in. cm in.	 Porosity, %
Treatment A 0.158 (0.0625) 0.0508 (0.020)	 10.0
Treatment B 0.114 (0.0450) 0.0810 (0.032)	 28.0
Treatment C 0.158 (0.0625) 0.0508 (0.020)	 3.6
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The faceplate porosities for treatments A, B, and C were selected to
give a wide range of acoustic resistance values. The cavity depths were
adjusted as required to maintain the same tuning frequencies for each design..
The results from this type of test matrix provide essential data for the
optimization of acoustic liner faceplates.
Treatment D is not a part of the above matrix. The faceplate porosity
is different for each of the three treatment sections. The idea here was
to optimize the resistance for each of the different tuning frequencies
corresponding to each section of treatment. The treatment was, however,
designed to have resonant frequencies corresponding to those selected in the
other inlet designs.
The predicted reactance and the optimum reactance for the forward thrust
operating conditions for the four accelerating inlet configurations are
shown in Figures 88 and 89. The predictions are based on the analytical pro-
cedure presented in Reference 4. The prediction is for the lowest order
radial mode/10th order spinning mode pattern. The tuning frequencies for the
forward thrust operation for each treatment configuration are given below.
Treatment Configuration	 Predicted 1/3-Octave-Band Tuning
Frequencies ;Full-Scale
Section
1	 2	 3
A	 2000	 1600
	 800
B	 2000	 1600	 800
C	 2500	 1600	 800
D	 2500	 1250	 800
The Noy-weighted unsuppressed spectrum for takeoff given in Figure
90 shows the spectrum PNL to be controlled at 1000 Hz and at 3150 Hz, with
a smaller contribution at 2000 Hz. At approach the Noy-weighted unsuppressed
spectrum peaks at 3150 Hz. Hence, the tuning frequencies given above are
not optimized for the forward thrust condition.
6.1.2.2 Low Mach Inlet Treatment
The low Mach inlet treatment configurations are presented in Table VII.
These configurations were designed to give maximum suppression in the forward
thrust operating conditions. The Noy-weighted spectrum presented in Figure
91 was used to determine the treatment design frequencies. From Figure 91 it
can be seen that the unsuppressed spectrum is controlled at 1000 and 3150 Hz,
with a significant contribution also at 2000 Hz. Thus, with the PNdB level
controlled by these three frequencies, treatment designs are required that
yield broadband suppression characteristics in order to meet the suppression
goal.
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Two inlet treatments were designed with the resonator concept to give
suppression bandwidth. The three tuning frequencies for the different treat-
ment sections are given in Table VII. The same procedures was followed as for
high Mach inlets except that one of the inlet treatments consists of a con-
stant-depth 1.27-cm (0.5-in.) bulk absorber material. The selection of the
bulk absorber design was made using previous data from engine configurations
that have demonstrated that bulk absorber materials do give wide suppression
bandwidth characteristics. The basic information and design procedure for
the bulk absorber configuration is given in Appendix B.
Figure 92 gives the predicted acoustic reactance for the A and C inlet
liner designs described in Table VII. Also shown in Figure 92 is the pre-
dicted optimum reactance versus frequency for the lowest order radial mode
and 10th order spinning lobe pattern. The intersection of the reactance
lines with the predicted optimum reactance curve determines the frequency
tuning for each liner section for treatments A and C. The desired tuning
frequencies for the liner sections, as determined from the Noy-weighted
spectrum in Figure 91, are 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 3150 Hz. Inlet A design
gives these tuning frequencies; however, treatment C tuning is higher (1600
Hz, 2500Hz, and 3150 Hz) because of the low porosity used in the inlet A
design.
Inlets A and C have constant faceplate porosities of 10% .and 3.6%,
respectively. These porosity values were selected on the basis of previous
fan data showing good suppression results for the liner designs. The initial
planning was to test inlets A and C and then "drill out" the faceplates
to higher porosities, thereby giving a test matrix to identify the optimum
porosity.
The low Mach inlet treatment predicted acoustic reactance versus fre-
quency, the optimum reactance for the lowest order radial mode, and the 10th
order spinning lobe pattern at reverse thrust conditions are presented in
Figure 93. The predictions were made using the procedure found in References
4 and 5. The predicted tuning frequencies for the different configurations in
reverse thrust operation are:
Treatment Configuration
A
C
Predicted 1/3-Octave-Band Tuning
Frequencies (Full-Scale)
Section
1	 2	 3
4000	 2500	 1250
3150	 2500	 1600
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6.1.3, Suppression Results
6.1.3.1 Accelerating Inlet Suppression
Reverse Thrust
Suppression data for accelerating inlet treatment configurations at
reverse thrust operation are presented in Figure 94. The data gives sup-
pressed and unsuppressed levels in PNdB versus acoustic angle with the engine
operating at 35% of the available thrust level. The figure reveals that
treatment configurations D and B give the greatest suppression at all acoustic
angles. The unsuppressed directivity pattern shows the noise level to be
somewhat flat from 60° through 80% with the suppressed noise levels peaking
at 60% Suppression levels at 60° show inlet D giving the highest sup-
pression (approximately 5 PNdB) and inlet B as the next best (approximately
4 PNdB).
The unsuppressed and suppressed spectra comparisons are demonstrated
in Figure 95. The same suppression trends are reflected in Figure 95 as
in Figure 94 to compare the different treatment configurations. The peak
suppression frequency is at the fan fundamental tone of 800 Hz, with treat-
ment D giving approximately 8 dB. The comparison shows all configurations
providing broad suppression bandwidth with approximately 5-dB suppression
for 1000-6300 Hz for treatment D and lesser amounts for all other treatments.
The better performance of treatment D relative to other treatment de-
signs is a result of the variable porosity for the three sections of treat-
ment (chosen in general accordance with the methods stated in Reference 4).
In the case of a constant porosity the value of 10% for treatment B provides
more suppression than for either inlet A or C, which have respective porosity
values of 24% and 3.6%.
Forward Thrust
The hard-wall and suppressed PNdB levels for accelerating inlets opera-
ting in forward thrust are delineated in Figure 96. The PNdB levels are
given as a function of percent corrected fan speed for the baseline bellmouth,
and for the accelerating inlet with hard-wall and with treatment configura-
tions B and D. The results are for a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline distance and
for a 60° acoustic angle.
Suppressed noise levels are given in Figure 96 for inlet treatment con-
figurations B and D. Other inlet configurations were not run in the forward
thrust mode due to test-time constraints. Treatment B was selected over treat-
ment A and C on the basis of previous test data that showed good suppression
with liner designs having 10% faceplate porosity. The selection of treatment
D for forward thrust testing was based on the good suppression character-
istics exhibited during reverse thrust tests.
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The comparison of treatments D and B indicate that the latter shows in-
creased suppression relative to the hard-wall accelerating inlet at the higher
fan speeds, whereas treatment D shows an unexpected and surprising increased
noise level relative 'to hard wall. For a throat Mach number of 0.79, inlet B
treatment gives an additional 3-PNdB suppression. Comparing inlet D to the
hard wall at 0.79 throat Mach number shows the surprising result that the
noise level increased with the acoustic treatment by-about 1.0 PNdB.
Treatment B also gives more suppression than inlet D at the lower fan
speeds. The suppression measured at 70% N FC for tre4tment B is 6 PNdB while
for inlet D the suppression is approximately 4.0 PNdB relative to the hard-
wall accelerating inlet.
The forward radiated fan noise levels in PNdB versus acoustic angle are
given in Figure 97 for the accelerating inlet hard wall and fan treatments 'B
and D. The data are for 0.79 throat Mach number on a 152.4-m (500-ft) side-
line. Inlet treatment B gives the additional noise reduction as noted in
Figure 96 at most of the forward acoustic angles. Treatment D shows a noise
increase for angles 50° through 90%
Spectral comparisons for a 0.79 throat Mach number are shown in Figure 98
for the accelerating inlet hard wall and inlet treatments B and D. The data
are for an acoustic angle of 60° on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline. A noticeable
reduction in noise level occurs for the treatment B configuration relative to
the other inlets from the fan BPF (blade passing frequency) at 1,000 Hz and
upward through 10,000 Hz. No particular trend in suppression is evident for
frequencies below 1000 Hz for any of the configurations. The accelerating
inlet and treatment D have approximately the same general noise level at all
frequencies except at 1250 Hz, where for treatment D the level is about 6 dB
higher. This increase undoubtedly contributes significantly to the 1.0-PNdB
level increase measured on inlet D.
The inlet B configuration gives a total tone suppression level of approxi-
mately 20 dB at 1000 Hz; 8 dB of the 20-dB suppression are from the acoustic
treatment. Comparatively, treatment D gives a total suppression of 15 dB of
which only 3 dB result from the addition•of acoustic treatment.
Figures 99 and 100 give the spectra discussed above for the 70° and 50°
acoustic angles. A comparison of the data at the 50, 60 and 70° angles re-
veals that the suppression characteristics noted at the 60° angle are rela-
tively independent of acoustic angle.
Figure 101 describes noise levels in PNdB at 70% speed for the hard-wall
inlet and treatments B and D as a function of acoustic angle. The unsuppressed
noise peaks at 60% The suppressed noise level also peaks at 60% However,
the directivity pattern is somewhat flatter than for the unsuppressed noise
levels. The suppressed level as a function of angle is rather constant for
angles of 50° and is greater but decreases significantly for smaller angles.
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rFigure 102 offers spectral comparisons for 70% speed at 60' to the in-
let. At this low fan speed there is practically no suppression resulting from
inlet Mach number. The spectral results for treatments B and D show that the
treatment B configuration suppression levels at frequencies of 800 through
3150 Hz are significantly higher than for inlet D. Tone suppression level 	 i
comparisons at 630, 1250, and 2500 Hz show treatment B giving from 2 to 5 dB
greater suppression. The suppression is small at frequencies greater than
3150 Hz, with little difference seen for either treatment configuration.
6.1.3.2 Low Mach Inlet Suppression
Forward Thrust
The low Mach inlet unsuppressed and suppressed noise levels in terms of
PNL on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline at 60° are shown in Figure 103 as a func-
tion of fan speed. At the lower fan speeds the treatment configuration utili-
zing the bulk absorber treatment yields the higher suppression. At the lowest
fan speed (70%) the suppression approaches 8.5 PNdB, which is a 4-PndB im-
provement over the other two treatment configurations.
For fan speeds above 90%, bulk absorber suppression decreases with little
difference between inlets  A and B; total suppression for the bulk absorber design
is near 4.5 PNdB. Total suppression for the resonator inlet approximates that
measured at the lower fan speed points.
The hard-wall and suppressed inlet noise levels in PNL versus acoustic
angle are given in Figure 104 for 70% fan speed. The hard-wall level peaks
at 60°. Treatments A and C also peak at 60°; for treatment B, however, the
peak is shifted to 50% Suppression is fairly constant for 60 0 angles and
greater, but decreases for lower acoustic angles. At 20% inlets A and C show
negligible suppression; inlet B gives about 4-PNdB reduction.
The hard-wall and treated spectra are shown in Figure 105. The treatment
B suppressed level is lower than the other inlet levels at all 1/3-octave-band
frequencies, and thus provides increased tone and broadband suppression rela-
tive to the resonator treatments. The maximum tone suppression occurs at the
second fan harmonic where 12 dB is measured. Suppression at the fan funda-
mental tone is 8 dB.
In comparing resonator treatments for inlets A and C, the spectra indi-
cate that inlet A with the 10% faceplate porosity yields much higher suppres-
sion at most of the 1/3-octave-band frequencies. The data at frequencies
greater than 4000 Hz show no suppression for either inlet A or C and are not a
function of acoustic angle.
Data for 98.5% fan speed are given in Figures 106 and 107. Figure 106
gives the hard-wall and suppressed inlet noise levels in PNdB versus acoustic
angle. The hard-wall and suppressed noise directivity patterns peak at 60°.
Suppression level versus acoustic angle is constant for all of the treated in-
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lets at angles equal to or greater than 60% However, for angles less than
60% the suppression level decreases. This characteristic was also noted for
the lower fan speed discussed above.
A spectral comparison for the hard-wall and treatment configurations for
98.5% fan speed is given in Figure 107 for an acoustic angle of 60% The
treatment B bulk absorber configuration gives higher levels of suppression at
most 1/3-octave-band frequencies.
The suppression spectra for the three inlet configurations for the 70%
and 98.5% fan speeds are presented in Figures 108 and 109. Comparison of
these two sets of data shows the suppression decrease for the bulk absorber
inlet in the higher frequencies at the higher fan speed. Also, the decrease
in suppression for the low porosity inlet treatment, inlet 0, is depicted for
the increased fan speed. The inlet A configuration with 10% porosity offers
approximately the same suppression at both low and high fan speeds.
The poor suppression performance for inlet configurations at a high fan
speed of 98.5% is unexpected, especially for the bulk absorber treatment.
Analysis of these data has not as yet produced an explanation of this suppres-
sion behavior.
Reverse Thrust
The unsuppressed and suppressed low Mach inlet noise levels in PNL for re-
verse thrust operation are delineated in Figure 110 for fan speeds 60% through
100%. These data are for a fan blade angle of -100% The results show that
treatment B (the bulk absorber configuration) gives higher suppression than
the two resonator configurations at all fan speeds, The bulk absorber gives a
suppression of =6 PNdB at 60% N FC while the best resonator configuration de-
livers approximately 3.5 PNdB. The suppression level for the bulk absorber
treatment decreases to about 4 PNdB as fan speed is increased to 100% NFC•
Suppression levels for the resonator inlets treatment are approximately con-
stant as a function of fan speed; the best resonator, treatment A, provides
close to 3.5-PNdB reduction at all fan speeds.
Resonator inlet Configurations A and C have different faceplate porosity
values. The results show that treatment A, with a 10% porosity faceplate,
yields significantly more suppression at all fan speeds than treatment C with
a 3.6% porosity faceplate. The lower porosity has an overall acoustic resis-
tance much higher than optimum for reverse thrust conditions.
Figure 111 gives the low Mach hard-wall and treated inlet PNL versus
acoustic angle for 86% fan speed (35% of design forward thrust), the reverse
thrust operating conditions. The peak unsuppressed and suppressed noise levels
occur at 60% The suppression versus acoustic angle is seen to increase by a
small amount for angles greater than 60° but decreases at angles less than 60%
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The measured spectra for the hard-wall and treated inlet configurations
are shown in Figure 112, The spectra are for 86% speed (35% thrust) at an
acoustic angle of 60 on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline. The bulk absorber
configuration suppressed levels are lower at all the 1/3-octave-band fre-
quencies relative to the two resonator inlet configurations 	 Inlet A, which
has 10% faceplate porosity, gives suppression over a wide range of frequen-
cies; however, treatment C with 3.6% porosity gives little suppression at
frequencies below 2000 Hz. Neither of these inlets provides suppression at
the 8,000-Hz and 10,000-Hz 1/3-octave-band frequencies.;
Figures 113 and 114 give spectral comparisons for the hard-wall and
treated inlet configuration for fan speeds of 60% and 100% W-6 at an
acoustic angle of 60% The 60% speed data show the same spectral charac-
teristics as previously observed for 86% speed. But the results of 100% speed
in Figure 114 show the bulk absorber inlet giving little greatly reduced sup-
pression at the higher fan speed. Suppression in almost all the frequency
bands, including tones, is significantly reduced in relationto suppression at
60% N / 3A fan speed.
The suppressed spectra for all inlet configurations indicate that to
obtain additional suppression in terms of PNdB requires more high-frequency
suppression. In fact, a large amount of the low-frequency suppression
measured for each of the inlet tested contributed little toward reducing the
PNL. A design with more of the treatment length tuned to the higher 1/3-
octave-band frequencies would be desirable.
6.2 ENGINE BOILERPLATE INLET TREATMENT DESIGN AND SUPPRESSION ESTIMATES
The approach used to design the engine inlet treatment configuration was
to design for the reverse thrust ►node condition.	 This decision was based on
results from the 50.8-cm (20-in.) scale model test results, which show the
unsuppressed noise levels to be much higher than preliminary estimates, thus
increasing the suppression level requirement for the reverse thrust condition.
6.2.1 Unsuppressed Spectra and Tuning Requirements
6.2.1.1 Unsuppressed Spectra
The UTW reverse thrust unsuppressed noise spectrum is shown in Figure 115.
The data are at an acoustic angle of 60° on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline. The
engine is operating at a thrust level of 35% of th'e thrust available at takeoff
power with a blade angle of -100°. The data are shown scaled to the full-size
UTW engine. A comparison is shown for the spectrum measured versus that pre-
dicted in preliminary design studies. The comparison was based on the NASA
Q Fan 1 (Reference 13) data scaled to the UTW engine size. The measured levels
are significantly higher than the predicted levels at frequencies greater than
1250 Hz. At frequencies below 1000 Hz the measured levels are significantly
148
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lower than those predicted. However, the levels in the higher frequency range
are the more significant since these levels contribute more greatly to the
spectrum PNL. The PNL for the measured spectrum is approximately 5-PNdB
higher than predicted.
The forward thrust unsuppressed spectrum is described in Figure 116.
The data are for 100% thrust at 152,,4
-m (500-'ft) sideline and 61-m (200-ft)
altitude for an acoustic angle of tG o , Here the measured 50.8-cm (20-in.)
scale model fan results are scaled to the UTW engine size and compared with
the predicted level, which 'was based on previous fan data corrected to the UTW
engine. The comparison of the predicted versus measured 1/3-octave-band SPL
values shows very good agreement. The levels for the predicted versus measured
in terms of PNdB Mao agree well.
The forward thrust unsuppressed spectra for the approach conditions are
given in Figure 117. The data are for an engine thrust of 65% of that
available at takeoff power with a +5° blade angle and are taken on a 152.4-m
(500-ft) sideline at an altitude of 61-m (200-ft) and at an acoustic angle of
60% The predicted spectrum is compared with the measured 50.8-cm (20-in.)
scale model fan data scaled to the UTW engine size. This comparison shows
very good agreement at the fan fundamental, at the second harmonic, and at all
frequencies lower than the second harmonic. However, the measured levels at
frequencies greater than the second harmonic are significantly higher than the
predicted levels. This difference increases the unsuppressed-noise level by
about 5 PNdB. The cause for the increased noise in the higher frequencies has
not been identified.
6.2.1.2 Noy-Weighted Spectra - Treatment Tuning
Frequency Requirements
The measured reverse thrust spectra from the scale model fan configura-
tion scaled to the UTW engine are given in Figure 118. The spectra include
the unsuppressed Noy-weighted, suppressed, and suppressed Noy-weighted.
These spectra show that in terms of PNdB the reverse thrust noise level is
controlled at 2500 Hz-3150 Hz and that the suppressed spectrum Noy-weighted
also peaks at 2500 Hz. This indicates that in order to improve the treat-
ment design in terms of *achieving -more_APNdB, the treatment tuning should be
at or near 2500 Hz.
The hard-wall accelerating inlet, 0.79 throat Mach number spectrum, is
given in Figure 119. The data are for an acoustic angle of 60° on a 152.4-m
(500:-ft) sideline at an altitude of 61-m (200-ft). The noise reduction re-
sulting from the high throat Mach number is in the spectrum as shown. Thus
the Noy-weighted spectrum indicates where the acoustic treatment tuning would
be the most effective in achieving suppression in terms of APNdB. The Noy-
weighted spectrum indicates that the level is controlled at frequencies of
1000, 2000, and 3150 Hz in terms of PNdB. Hence, a wide suppression bandwidth,
i
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which can be achieved by tuning the treatment to different 1/3-octive-band
frequencies, is required in order to achieve a significant reduction in
terms of PNdB.
The unsuppressed and unsuppressed Noy-weighted'spectra based on the scale
model fan results are given in Figure 120. The data are for a +5' blade
angle, 65% of takeoff thrust, 95% N//e- operating conditions. The data are
for an acoustic angle of 60' on a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline at an altitude of
61-m (200-ft). The unsuppressed Noy-weighted spectrum shows the spectrum is
controlled at 2500 Hz and drops off rather fast at all frequencies above and
below 2500 Hz. Thus a treatment configuration with a single tuning frequency
at 2500 Hz would be effective in reducing the PNL at this approach condition.
Based on the Noy-weighted unsuppressed spectra as shown in Figures 118
through 120 the tuning frequency requirements for the three operating condi-
tions can be summarized as follows:
Reverse Thrust
1600 Hz	 250:0 Hz
	
3150 Hz
Forward Thrust
at Takeoff
1000 Hz 2000 Hz 3150 Hz
at Approach
2500 Hz
Since the decision was to design for the reverse thrust mode, the total
treatment length should be divided into three segments, with treatment tuning
frequencies corresponding to the reverse thrust frequencies as given above.
This design approach favors a wide suppression bandwidth required for suppres-
sion in terms of APNdB.
6.2.2 Definition of Inlet Design and Predicted Suppression
Extensive use was made of the scale model suppression data in the defini-
tion of the inlet treatment design for the UTW engine. The suppression
spectra for the accelerating inlet treatment configuration B are shown in
Figure 121. This configuration was selected from the series of inlet config-
urations since in reverse thrust mode the design was one of the two best con-
figurations tested. This design also gave the highest suppression in the for-
ward thrust condition of the inlets tested. The treatment D configuration
which gave from 0.5 to 1.0 PNdB better suppression than inlet B in reverse
thrust performed poorly at the forward thrust condition. One of the reasons
^J,
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Figure 121. UTW Reverse Thrust Suppression Spectra.
believed to contribute to inlet D's poor performance was the fact that 'a re-
latively high faceplate porosity (28%) was situated in the inlet throat high
Mach number region which could possibly be generating noise and therefore
eliminating the treatment effectiveness. Thus in selecting treatment B a
constant porosity of 10% was used in all sections of the treatment length.
Figure 121 also shows the estimated suppression for the UTW inlet at re-
verse thrust conditions calculated form the scale model results. In esti-
mating,the UTW suppression spectrum the scale model results were corrected
as follows:
•	 The total suppression as measured for the scale model fan
was split into three spectra. The peak frequencies of
those spectra correspond to the predicted tuning frequencies
for the three sections of treatment found in inlet B. The
suppression bandwidths of the three spectra are adjusted
such that their sum is equal to the total suppression
measured.
•	 The three sections of treatment for the UTW inlet were
assumed to have the three tuning frequencies previously
defined. as optimum for the reverse thrust condition. The
measured peak and adjusted bandwidth were made to correspond
with the UTW design frequencies with the same peak frequency
level and bandwidth. The total suppression is the sum of
these three spectra.
From Figure 121 it is seen that by retuning the treatment the suppression
can be increased from 3.9 APNdB to a level of 4.5 APNdB. The suppressed Noy-
weighted spectrum given in Figure 122 shows that in order to improve the sup-
pression in terms of APNdB additional suppression at both 3150 Hz and 800 Hz
is required.
The suppression estimate for the accelerated inlet in forward thrust at
or near takeoff power was made using the same procedure as outlined for the
reverse thrust condition. The suppression spectra are shown in Figure 123.
The data are for a fan speed of 90% N 110, which is close to the fan speed at
takeoff but does not have the high throat Mach number suppression effects.
The peak suppression of each section is based on that predicted for reverse
thrust with corrections for the changing airflow direction. The performance
of the inlet dev ign at takeoff power is expected to be equal to the scale
model design which gave a total, suppression of 13 PNdB of which 10 is a result
of the high throat Mach number, 3 PNdB being, obtained from the inlet treatment.
Figure 124 gives the suppression for approach power. The same pro-
cedure was followed in estimating the suppression. The predicted suppression
for the UTW design is about 1.0-PNdB less than that measured on the scale
model configuration.
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Inlet Design
The UTW Boilerplate No. 1 inlet treatment configuration is defined in
Figure 125. The total treatment length-to-fan-diameter ratio is 0.74. A
definition of the faceplate dimensions and the cavity depth requirements
to give the desired tuning frequencies are given in Table IX. The predicted
tuning frequencies for the reverse thrust and the forward thrust conditions
for the inlet design are summarized in Table X.
The panel depth requirements were determined using the predicted acoustic
reactance versus optimum reactance curves given in Figure 126. The optimum
reactance was determined for the inlet using the analytical model presented by
E.J. Rice in Reference 4. The panel reactance values were predicted using the
analytical relations given in Reference 5. The predictions were made for the
lowest order radial mode, 10th order spinning mode pattern. The intersection
of the two curves, optimum and predicted reactance in Figure 126, determine
the tuning frequency for each section of acoustic treatment.
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Table IX. Treatment Design Details.
Hole Size Cavit De th Faceplate Thickness
Section cm	 in.) Porosity, % cm in. cm (in. 7—
1 0.158	 (0.0625) 10 1.27 (0.50) 0.076 (0.03)
2 0.158	 (0.0625) 10 1.90 (0.75) 0.076 (0.03)
3 0.158	 (0.0625) 10 3.81 (1.50) 0.076 (0.03)
Table X. Design Frequencies.
Frequency, Hz
Section	 Reverse Thrust
	 Forward Thrust
1	 3150	 2000
2	 2500	 1600
3	 1600
	 1000
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7.0 CORE EXHAUST SUPPRESSOR DESIGN
7.1 DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS TO BE EVALUATED
The core exhaust noise suppression requirements for both QCSEE engines
(UTW and OTW) are such that both high-frequency turbine noise and low-fre-
quency combustor noise suppression are required. This is evident from the
core noise Noy-weighted spectrum in Figure 127. Because of engine dimensional
constraints the core noise suppressor must be very compact. Suppressor design
concepts not previously evaluated for this type of application were identified
and evaluated during the test phase of this program. The concepts evaluated
all have one thing in common; they are compact compared to the more conven-
tional designs. These designs, with their short treatment length and thin
panel requirements, are able to satisfy the engine envelope constraints.
Three illustrations of the evaluated concepts are given in Figure 128.
The concepts are defined as:
Dual-Layer Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) Dissipative Treatment
Dual-Layer SDOF and Side-Branch Resonator Reactive Treatment.
Dual-Layer SDOF and Folded Quarter-Wave Reactive Treatment
Each of these concepts combine thin, high-frequency single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) treatment with the deeper panel low-frequency-type treatment
which is either dissipative or reactive. The compactness of the suppressors
is achieved by stacking the thinner high-frequency treatment on top of the
thicker low-frequency panel. Communication to the low-frequency panel is
provided by cutouts in 'or removal of some of the high-frequency thin panel
treatment area.	 Figure 129 defines the engine envelope within which the
core treatment must be contained.
The low-frequency dissipative treatment was designed based upon the
principles involved in absorbing the sound via the frictional losses in the
apertures connecting the duct with the treatment partitions, using distributed
point-reaction Helmholtz resonator cavities; the two low-frequency reactive
treatments were designed based upon the principles involved in reflecting
the sound energy back toward the source, using local impedance discontinuities
such as in transmission-line theory.
7.2 ACOUSTIC DUCT TESTS
All three concepts defined above were evaluated using both cold flow
and high temperature acoustic duct data. The cold flow acoustic tests were
used to develop and evaluate the candidates for testing in the General Elec-
tric High Temperature Acoustic Duct facility (HITAD). The purpose of the
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I(a) Dual-Layer SDOF Dissipative Treatment
(b) Dual-Layer SDOF and Side-Branch Resonator
Reactive Treatment
I'
f
(c) Dual-Layer SDOF and Folded Quarter-Wave Reactive
Treatment
Figure 128. Compact Suppressor Concepts.
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'nigh temperature duct testing was to demonstrate the suppressor performance
at engine temperature and Mach number conditions.
7.2.1 Test Facilities
The cold flow rectangular duct is six feet long and four inches wide, and
has an adjustable duct height. The height between the treated walls can be
set at any value up to 44.45 cm (17.5 in.). For this core exhaust testing,
the duct height was 12.7 cm ( 5 inches). A schematic of the duct facility
is shown in Figure 130. The duct is capable of handling various treatment
materials up to 15.24-cm ( 6-in.) thick and is equipped with the instrumentation
needed to monitor test effects. Figure 131 depicts the acoustic probe instru-
mentation used to evaluate treatment effectiveness and flow effects. In
operation, the duct is secured by a rectangular -circular transition section
to a plenum chamber through which up to 20-1b/sec air can be supplied from
the central air supply. A Ling 200 is used to provide high - intensity noise
that propagates with or against the flow to simulate a high-intensity noise
source connected in either the inlet or exhaust modes.
A schematic of the HITAD test facility is given in Figure 132. The
HITAD facility is capable of obtaining Mach numbers up to 0.5 for temperatures
up to 1200° F. Acoustic treatment configurations are mounted in a 10.16-cm
(4-in.) by 20.32-cm (8-in.) rectangular duct cross section with the treated
surfaces 20.32-cm (8-in.) apart. Configurations up to 91.44-cm (36-inches)
long and 15 . 24-cm ( 6-in.) deep can be tested. The instrumentation, as shown
in Figure 133, includes a pito't-static probe and thermocouples for monitoring
flow conditions and far-field microphones for collecting acoustic data. In
operation, test conditions are maintained by regulating the air and fuel
supplied to the burners and preburner upstream of the test section. A siren
acts as the noise source. Its fundamental frequency can be varied from 200 Hz
to 2,000 Hz, and its harmonics can be used as high as 10,000 Hz, enabling
measurement of treatment suppression over the frequency range of interest.
7.2.2 Data Results
7.2.2.1 Cold Flow Duct
Preliminary testing of the folded quarter-wave low-frequency suppressor
concept was completed first, measuring the suppression from 315 to 2500
Hz for duct flow velocities of Mach 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. The test sections
consisted of an upper and lower 36-in. tray with cavities, as shown in
Figure 134.
For the preliminary testing, 0.635-cm (0.25-in.) aluminum plate was
substituted for the high-frequency treatment. All cavity dimensions except
length were held constant, as shown in Figure 134. Length was tested at
7.62 cm (3 in.), 10.16 cm (4 in.), and 12.7 cm (5 in.) to vary the tuning
frequency from 500 to 700 Hz. These treatments were tested, singly and
u.
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mixed, as a function of treated duct length/height; when only one side of
the duct was treated, the value of H was taken to be twice the actual duct
height. Various length/height configurations were tested for the 12.7-cm
(5-in.) lengths by installing hard-wall sections -in the remainder of the
91.44-cm (36 in.) trays. Tests were also run mixing 12.7-cm (5-in.) and
7.62-cm (3-in.) lengths in an alternating arrangement. Figure 135 defines
the exact configurations tested. The corrected transmission loss results
for these configurations are presented in Figures 136 through 142.
Figure 136 gives the corrected transmission loss spectra for the hard-wall
configuration - the configuration used as the reference baseline in determin-
ing the corrected transmission loss spectra for each of the treatment configu-
rations. Figure 137 gives the corrected transmission loss spectra for configu-
ration 2 from Figure 135. The data results show a peak suppression at 500 Hz
for the four different duct Mach numbers, with a maximum suppression of 22 dB
for 0.3 Mach number. Figure 138 gives the suppression data for configuration
3 which is the same design of Configuration 2 but has the amount of treat-
ment doubled by having treatment located on both duct walls. The increased
treatment gives an increase in the peak frequency of about 9 dB; however,
the peak occurs for a duct Mach number of 0.2 rather than the 0.3 shown in
Configuration 2. The peak tuning frequency remained at 500 Hz.
The data shown in Figure 139 are for Configuration 4 which differs from
Configuration 3 in that the slot orientation is reversed. The peak frequency
is at 500 Hz; however, the peak suppression levels relative to those given
in Figure 138 are significantly reduced for the 0.2 and 0.3 flow Mach
number tests.
Figure 140 gives,'data results for'Configuration 5. This configuration
is the same design as Configuration 3 but has reduced treatment lengths on
each of the duct walls, giving an L/Ei of 4.05 versus the 6.75 value for
Configuration 3. Compared'with the suppression levels given in Figure 138
the peak frequency suppression is significantly reduced for most of the
Mach numbers. No change, however, is seen in the peak attenuation fre-
quency at the higher Mach number.
In order to vary the suppressor tuning frequency the "90" dimensions of
the panel were varied. Configuration 6 has an ".0 value of 10.17 cm (4 in.)
versus the 12.7 cm (5 in.) value for the previously described configurations.
Data results for this configuration are given in Figure 141. The peak sup-
pression is shown to have shifted from 500 to 630 Hz as a result of the
shorter 'T' length. The tuning frequency, f, is given by f = c/4z where "c"
is the speed of sound and IT' is the axial cavity length. The peak suppres-
sion levels are compared with the results in Figure 140 and are uniformly
higher at all duct Mach numbers probably due to the slightly higher L/H value.
The design for Configuration 7 shows the "R" value reduced from 10.16
cm (4 in.) to 7.62 cm (3 in.), a reduction which should shift the peak attenu-
ation to a higher frequency. Figure 142 giving the data results shows
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* All Dimensions in Centimeters
Configuration	 Description* 	 (Inches)
1
	
	 Hard Wall Base
Configuration
2	 Hard Wall 12,7 (5.0) Slots
L/H = 3.38
3	 12.7 (5.0) (Slots Forward) 	 -4	 M	 L
L/H = 6.75
L
4	 12.7 (5.0) (Slots Aft)
L/H = 6.75
FIE 31
5	 12.7 (5.0) (Slots Forward)
L/H = 4.05	 ^_-^ ---r----^
6	 10.2 (4.0) (Slots Forward)
L/H = 4.6
7	 7.6 (3.0) (Slots Forward)
t/H = 3.8	 —
g	 12.7 (5.0) & 7.6 (3.0)
(Slots Forward), L/H = 4.6
Figure 135. Definition of Quarter-Wave Suppressor Configurations.
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the peak frequency to occur at 800 Hz. The peak suppression level is approxi-
mately the same as shown for Configuration 6 in Figure 141.
Since the data have shown that this suppressor concept can be designed
with different frequencies of peak-attenuation by varying the panel "R"
length, Configuration 8 was designed with panels having " t " lengths of
12.7 cm (5 in.) and 7.62 cm 0 in.) in an effort to improve the suppression
bandwidth. The data for the configuration shown in Figure 143 do not indi-
cate a significant bandwidth improvement. In fact, the peak attenuation
frequency of 630 Hz is not surprising since the two panels when tested inde-
pendently showed peak suppression frequencies of 500 and 800 Hz.
Dual-Layer SDOF Dissipative Suppressor
The next series of tests was performed to evaluate the dual-layer SDOF
dissipative low-frequency suppressor concept.', Figure 144 defines the exact
configurations tested, which were installed in test trays similar to the
folded quarter-wave samples. Each configuration was constructed to maintain
a peak suppression around 800 Hz by varying the porosity and cavity depth
(as shown on Figure 144) while holding the faceplate thickness constant at
1.01 cm (0.4 in.). The tuning frequency was determined by the equations in
Reference 5. Testing was conducted for various L/H's and both sides versus
one side of the duct treated. Figures 145 through 152 present the corrected
transmission loss results. Data are shown for duct Mach numbers of 0, 0.3,
and 0.4.
Data for Configuration 2 (defined in Figure 144) are given in Figure JbR.
The suppression peaks at 800 Hz give 12 dB at zero Mach number.
Figure 146, gives data for Configuration 3 that are also defined in
Figure 144. The panel design differs from Configuration 2 in that the por-
osity is increased from 5% to 10% and the cavity depth increased from 2.54 to
4.06 cm (1.0 to 1.6 in.). Also the hole diameter was increased from 0.87 to
1.27 cm (0.3438 to 0.5 in.). The results show the tuning frequency to be at
800 Hz. The peak suppression level relative to that given for Configuration 2
increased significantly, advancing to about 20 dB from the roughly 12 dB of
Configuration 2.
Figure 147 gives data for Configuration 4. The design for this configu-
ration utilizes an increased porosity of 15% instead of 10%, an increased
cavity depth from 5.58 cm versus the earlier 4.06 cm (2.2 versus 1.6 in.) and
a larger hole diameter. The suppression for this design peaks at 630 Hz
rather than 800 Hz; however, a high suppression level is seen also at 800 Hz.
The peak suppression level is about the same as that measured for Configura-
tion 3.
Configuration 5 has yet an additional increase in cavity depth and
faceplate porosity. The results for this configuration are given in Figure
147. In Configuration 6 the panel design of Configuration 5 is maintained,
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l• All Dimensions are cm (inch)
• OA = Open Area
• L/H = Length-to-Height-Ratio
1. Hard Wall Base
Configuration
Hole Diam = 0.87 (0.3438)
2. 5% OA, L/H = 3.6 Cavity Depth = 2.54Both Sides (1.0)'
Hole Diam = 1.27 (0.5)
3. 10% OA,	 = 3.6
Cavity Depth = 4.06	 r TBoth Side
e
s
s
(1.6)
Hole Diam = 1.51 (0.5938)
4. 15% OA, L/H = 3.6 Cavity Depth = 5.6Both Sides (2.2)	 -
Hole Diam = 1.75 (0.6875)
5. 20% OA, L/H = 3.6
Both Sides Cavity Depth = (2.(2.8)
Hole Diam = 1.75 (0.6875)
6. 20% OA, L/H = 2.4 Cavity Depth =Both Sides (2.8)
(2.
Hole Diam = 2.02 (0.7969;
7. 26.5% OA, L/H = 3.6 Cavity Depth = 7.1 r
^M
Both Sides (2.8)
Hole Diam = 2.02 (0.7969)
8. 26.5% OA, L/H = 1.8 Cavity Depth = 7.1 ^wTreated One Side Only `(2.8)
Hole Diam = 1.75 (0.6875)
9. 20% OA, L/H = 3.6 Cavity Depth = 7.1	 (2.8) 70Three Tuning Frequencies 5.6	 (2.2)
Both Sides 4.1
	 (1.6)
All faceplates for low-frequency treatment were 1.02-cm (0 	 .) thick.
No high-frequency treatment was used.
Figure 144. Definition of Dual-Layer SDOF Dissipative Treatment
Test Configurations.
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but the L/H parameter is reduced. A comparison of the suppression spectra,
which are given in Figure 149, shows that the reduced L/H for Configuration
6 has resulted in better suppression.
Configurations 7 and 8 are for a panel design with 26.5% faceplate
porosity and a cavity depth of 7.11 cm (2.8 in.). Configuration 8 has all
the treatment on one wall of the'duct while Configuration 7 has equal amounts
on each wall. Comparison of the data given in Figures 150 and 151 shows a
shift in frequency and a decrease in suppression level for the configuration
with one wall only treated.: 	 significant changes are noted in the suppres-
sion bandwidth.
The final configuration tested in this series of tests is Configuration
9. This design consists of three tuning frequencies obtained by varying
the panel depth over three equal segments of treatment length. The faceplate
porosity of 20% was held constant for each of the treatment sections. Data
for this configuration are shown in Figure 152. The suppression bandwidth
is somewhat broader than that for the configurations with single tuning
frequencies, demonstrating that an increased bandwidth can be obtained.
This increase in bandwidth, however, entails a reduction in the peak suppres-
sion level.
The suppression data as measured for each of the panels described in
Figure 144 are summarized in Figure 153. Data are given for faceplate
porosity variations from 5 through 26% as measured at a duct Mach number of
0.4. All the data were taken for an L/H of 3.6. The results show that the
peak suppression is a maximum for the 20 and 26.5% porosity values. Therefore
the optimum porosity for these conditions is probably somewhere between these
two values. The comparison shows little if any impact of porosity on suppres-
sion bandwidth.
Low-Frequency Design Concepts Combined with High-Frequency
ranee ueuigu
The remainder of cold flow rectangular duct testing combined both the
low-frequency suppressor concepts and the high-frequency turbine treatment
to determine if the combination improved or detex- ,''rated the overall
treatment performance.
The folded quarter-wave suppressor, one section or'cavity of which is
shown on Figure 154, was constructed of six L-shaped cavities, three on
each side of the 12.7-cm (5-in.) duct. The results for Mach number = 0.0,
0.2, and 0.3, and 0.4 are shown in Figures 154 through 157. The dual-layer
SDOF Treatment suppressor is schematically shown in Figure 158 and was con-
structed with similar high-frequency treatment. Figures 158 through 161
show the testing results and comparisons with low-frequency treatment only.
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Figure 153. Summary of Dual-Layer SDOF Treatment Suppression Vs. Porosity.
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aThe last concept tested, the side-branch resonator, is schematically
shown in Figure 162. This concept had not been previously tested and was
included in this set of tests to test twolhypotheses. First, the side-branch
resonators would in practice give acceptable suppression; and second, that
they could be tuned to low frequencies for combustor noise suppressor. The
tuning frequencies were determined by the methods given in Reference 15,
Chapter 21. The 1/3-octave data shown in Figures 162 through 165 sup-
port both of these hypotheses.
Figures 154 through 157 give the folded quarter-wave plus high-frequency
treatment suppression results for Mach numbers of 0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.
The results are compared with the data obtained for the design without the
high-frequency treatment. The comparison shows little change in the low-fre-
quency suppression but shows greater high-frequency suppression, the result of
the treatment tuned to the high-frequency range. Figure 157 shows the high-
frequency results versus predicted suppression based on previous duct data.
This comparison indicates that the measured levels are somewhat lower than
predicted.
Figures 158 through 161 give results for the dual-layer SDOF treatment
equipped with a high-frequency suppressor. Data are shown for duct Mach
numbers of 0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. The results are compared with the data
obtained for the configuration having low-frequency treatment only. As
was the case for the folded quarter-wave suppressor, little suppression
difference is seen in the low frequencies. Figure 161 shows the predicted
high-frequency suppression versus measured suppression for a duct Mach number
of 0.4. The overall agreement between predicted and measured data is good.
The combined high-frequency and low-frequency results for the side-branch
resonator are shown in Figures 162 thorugh 165. Data are given for duct
Mach numbers of 0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.40. Since no data were obtained for the
low-frequency treatment alone, these are the only data for this design concept.
The results for this design are encouraging. The data given in Figure 165
for a duct Mach number of 0.4 show good suppression levels in both the high
and low frequencies. Figure 165 gives a comparison of the predicted versus
measured high-frequency suppression. The results show good agreement, which
indicates that the combination of high- and low-frequency suppressors does
not penalize the effectiveness of the high-frequency suppressor.
7.2.2.2 High-Temperature Duct
The High-Temperature Acoustic Duct (HITAD) testing was performed to
evaluate viable core suppressor concepts under engine temperature and airflow
conditions and to demonstrate the desired QCSEE suppression. Two concepts,
the side-branch resonator and the dual-layer SDOF Treatment, were chosen
as the most promising engine candidates for testing on the HITAD facility,
based on the cold flow duct test results.
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Side-Branch Resonator Design
The side-branch resonator suppressor was constructed as shown in the
sketch on Figure 166. The configuration simulated the engine plug treatment
having both low- and high-frequency panels; however, only the thinner treat-
ment was mounted on the opposite wall of the treated duct section. The
low-frequency treatment yielded an L/H of 2.85 and an effective turbine
treatment area of 90% due to the low-frequency treatment suppressor cutouts.
The total treatment length of the inner wall treatment simulating the
engine core plug is 57.91 cm (12.8 in.) and is divided into three segments
of equal length, each tuned to a different frequency. These frequencies
are 300, 400, and 500 Hz. The multiple-frequency design was selected becatA,
its suppression bandwidth is more effective in giving the required suppres-
sion in terms of PNdB.
The turbine treatment on both the inner and outer walls has a constant
panel depth of 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) and a faceplate porosity of 10%. The panel
tuning frequency is 3150 Hz.
Dual-Layer SDOF Treatment Design
The dual-layer SDOF treatment suppressor was constructed as shown in
Figure 167. The combined high- and low-frequency treatment was installed on
both walls of the duct treatment section. The configuration gives a low-
frequency L/H of 3.0 and has an effective turbine treatment area of 90%.
The low-frequency treatment length was divided into three segments, each
20.32-cm (8-in.) long. Each segment had a different panel depth and neck
length which gave tuning frequencies of 300, 400, and 500 Hz. The dimensions
of the test panels were determined by the impedance equations in Reference 5.
The objective here with the multiple tuning frequencies, is, as with the
side-branch resonator, an effort to improve the suppression bandwidth. The
turbine treatment had a constant treatment thickness on each wall and a con-
stant faceplate porosity of 22.5%; the panel is tuned to the 3150-Hz 1/3-
octave band.
Measured Suppression, Side-Branch and Dual-Layer SDOF
Treatment Designs
Data contained in Figures 168 through '174 give the HITAD results using
both PWL and SPL measurements for the side-branch and dual-layer SDOF treat-
ment design concepts. The corrected transmission loss spectra given are
based on a'PWL insertion loss determined from the 3.04-m (10-ft) and 7.62-m
(25-ft) arc spectra shown in Figures 168 through 170. Figure 168 gives the
measured spectrum for the hard-wall (untreated) configuration; Figure 169,
the side-branch resonator; and Figure 170, dual-layer SDOF treatment.
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Suppression spectra in terms of APWL are given in Figures 171 and 172
for the two treatment concepts. Figure :73 gives the SPL suppression for
the side-branch resonator treatment and suppression for the dual-layer. SDOF
treatment is given in Figure 174. The suppression represents the average of
the 7.62-m (25-ft) and 3.04-m (10-ft) arc data, for a duct Mach number of 064
and a temperature of 1200° F. The suppression levels were calculated by sub-
tracting the SPL values of the treated spectra from those of the spectra mea-
sured for the hard-wall configuration. Since the noise source was a dis-
rete-frequency siren, a number of frequencies within a 1/3-octave band were
sometimes used. (See the ,individual frequencies in Figures 168, 169, and
170.) Because we are interested in 1/3-octave-band suppression, two spectra
are given in Figures 171 through 174. The upper figure gives data at
the frequencies at which the suppression was measured, whereas the spectrum
in the lower figure is calculated for a 1/3-octave bandwidth using the data
measured within each 1/3-octave band. For these lower figure calculations it
was assumed that the unsuppressed noise is uniform over the 1/3-octave band-
width.
Also given with the measured suppression spectra are the predicted
levels, determined during the preliminary design phase of the treatment devel-
opment, which represent the suppression required to meet the total system
noise goal of 95 EPNdB. Comparison of measured versus predicted suppression
levels shows that the measured high-frequency suppression in APWL is greater
than the predicted levels. The comparison in the low frequencies shows that
the desired suppression is obtained at most of the frequencies, with the dual-
layer SDOF treatment having an advantage over the side-branch resonator.
Figures 173 and 174 show the suppression as determined in ASPL for the
maximum unsuppressed acoustic angle. These results also show the dual-layer
SDOF treatment to give significantly higher suppression levels in the lower
frequencies; Figure 174 shows that it gives the required combustor noise sup-
pression at most frequencies. Both the dual-layer SDOF and the side-branch
resonator designs give higher suppression levels than predicted in the higher
frequencies.
7.3 DEFINITION OF ENGINE CORE TREATMENT DESIGN AND SUPPRESSION ESTIMATES
7.3.1 Suppression Concept Selection
Acoustic data for two design concepts were presented and discussed in
the preceding section of this report. The data were obtained from the HITAD
facility, where the expected engine geometric and environmental conditions
were closely simulated. These two concepts, the dual-layer SDOF treatment and
the side-branch resonator, both gave good suppression results. In order to
determine which of the suppressor concepts has the higher suppression poten-
tial in an engine application, the results were further analyzed.
N_
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A comparison of the suppression spectra for the two design concepts is
shorn in Figure 175. The results of this comparison show the dual-layer SDOF
treatment giving higher levels of suppression in the low frequencies but show
little difference at the higher frequencies. The suppression spectra given in
Figure 175 were applied to the predicted turbine and combustor noise spectra.
A summary of the calculated results is given in Table XI. The suppression is
given in terms of APNdB and shows the dual-layer SDOF treatment giving
2.7 PNdB more suppression than the side-branch resonator design.. Thus, on the
basis of this difference and the fact that the combustor suppression level
from the side-branch resonator was below that required, the dual-layer SDOF
treatment concept was selected for engine application.
7.3.2 Suppressor Design Definition
The predicted suppressed Noy-Weighted core noise spectrum is given in
Figure 176. The spectrum illustrates the need for both low- and high-fre-
quency suppression in order to suppress the total core radiated noise in terms
of PNdB. The low-frequency suppression requirement is centered at 400 Hz,
while the high-frequency noise is controlled at about 3150 to 4000 Hz. The
spectra also show that suppression bandwidth is of importance since the
spectrum is rather flat over several 1/3-octave-band frequencies in the low-
and high-frequency ranges. In order to meet the low-frequency require-
ments, suppression is needed for 200 through 1000 Hz. The high-frequency
suppression needed covers the 2000 to 8000-Hz frequency band.
The parameters governing the treatment tuning for the low-frequency
design are as follows:
•	 Cavity Depth
•	 Tube length
•	 Porosity
•	 Hole Diameter
The method used in determining the optimum acoustic reactance for each
panel is illustrated by the curves given in Figure 177 for the low-frequency
treatment and in Figure 178 for the high-frequency treatment. The optimum
reactance is defined as:
X/Pc = -0.77 HAP
where:
X/Pc = specific reactance
H = duct height
1p = phase wavelength at tuning frequency.
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Table XI. QCSEE Core Suppression Estimates.
• 152.4-m (500-ft) Sideline at 61-m (200-ft) Altitude
• Max. Aft Acoustic Angle
APNdB
Combustor Turbine System EPNdB
Core Noise Design Suppression
Requirements	 4.6	 5.0	 94.2
Engine Suppression Based on
Duct Data
• Dual-Layer SDOF Treatment	 5.1	 9.8	 93.9
• Side-Branch Resonator	 2.4	 .9.4	 94.1
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4
IThe predicted reactance for panels of three different depths is shown in
Figure 177. The intersection of the predicted reactance curve with the
optimum reactance curve determines the desired tuning frequency. The panel
reactances given in Figure 177 correspond to the inner wall treatment design
for the engine treatment defined in Figure 179. The intersection of the
predicted-versus-optimum reactance shows that these designs offer tuning
frequencies that fall within the 315, 400, and 500-Hz 1/3-octave bands. This
same procedure was followed in designing the low-frequency panels on the outer
wall. Different design frequencies are indicated for the three segments of
treatment. The higher tuning frequencies indicated for the aft treatment
segment are a result of the unavailability of sufficient panel depth for lower
frequency tuning. This range of tuning frequencies should give the required
bandwidth in the lower frequencies.
Figure 178 gives the optimum-versus-predicted reactance for the thin
high-frequency turbine treatment. The predicted reactance is for the de-
sign defined in Figure 179 with both inner and outer walls having the same
high-frequency treatment. The intersection of the two reactance curves shows
the panel is designed for 4000 Hz which is desirable based on the unsuppressed
Noy-weighted spectrum given in Figure 176.
The detailed design of the high- and low-frequency treatment panels
is given in Figure 179. The engine hardware is shown in the photos given
in Figures 180 through 183.
7.3.3 Engine Suppression Estimates
The final predicted core exhaust suppression spectrum for the actual
engine core treatment design is given in Figure 184. The potential engine
core noise suppression in PNdB was calculated by applying this spectrum
to the predicted unsuppressed turbine and combustor spectra.
A summary of these results plus suppression estimates for other engine
noise constituents are given in Table XI. These suppression levels when
applied to the predicted unsuppressed noise source levels give a total system
suppressed EPNdB level meeting the QCSEE noise goal.
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315 Az	 500 Hz	 630-1600 Hz
315 xz	 500 Hz
	 400 Hz
Combustor
Turbine
Beth WallsInner Wall Outer Wall
Tuning Frequency, Hz 315 400 500 315 500 630-1600 3150
Neck Length, cm (in.) 6.99 5.72 4.45 6.99 4.45 3.56-2.54 0.08128
(Faceplate Thickness) (2.75) (2.25) (1.75) (2.75) (1.75) (1.4)-(1.0) (0.032)
Cavity Depth, cm (in.) 10.2 8.89 7.62 7.62 4.32/ 4.06-0.51 1.095
(4.0) (3.5) (3.0) (3.0) 5.08 (1.6)-(0.2) (0.750)
(1.7/
2.0)
Porosity 10% 10% 10% 7% 7% 7% 10%
Treatment Length, cm (in.) 20.32 20.32 20.32 20.32 15.24/ 20.32 60.96
(8.0) (8.0) (8.0) (8.0) 5.08 (8.0) (24.00)
(6.0/
2.0)
Hole Diameter, cm (in.) 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 0.1575
(0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.062)
Figure 179. UTW Boilerplate No. 1 Core Exhaust
Treatment Definition.
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Al
Figure 180. QCSEE Core Exhaust Outer Wall Acoustic Treatment.
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8.0 ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INVESTIGATIONS
8.1 Flow Noise Regeneration
8.1.1 Preliminary Analysis
During the preliminary phase of the acoustic treatment development pro-
gram attention was given to the noise floor in the fan exhaust duct. The con-
cern was that with the demanding high fan exhaust suppression requirements,
the noise floor could prevent the full effectiveness of the treatment. The
noise floor level consists of strut noise, splitter trailing edge noise, and
treatment flow regenerated noise. The models as described below were used
in the early stages of the treatment development to estimate the floor
noise sound power level OWL) for the UTW and OTW engines.
Strut Noise
The strut noise estimate is based on an overall power level (OAPWL)
formulation, derived from a series of laboratory tests of obstructions in
flow. The tests were performed under the core noise program (Reference 6),
and the prediction method is documented in Reference 2. The overall strut
noise power level is given by the following expression:
OAPWL = 16.8 + 10 log (c'tmax'h-u5) + 4 109 C D + 10 log N
dB re 10-13 watts
where
c
tmax
h
u
CD
N
chord, cm/30.48
maximum srut thickness, cm/30.48
strut length, cm/30.48
upstream flow velocity, cm/(30.48 sec)
profile drag coefficient
number of struts
The spectral shape of the strut noise is shown in Figure 185. The suppres-
sion due to treatment aft of the six struts was applied in the UTW and OTW
engines.
The following values were assumed for the estimates of the unsuppressed
strut noise shown in Figure 186 (after applying the suppression of the treat-
ment aft of the struts):
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Strut Noise
Chord (c)
Max. Strut Thickness (tmax.)
Strut Length (h)
Profile Drag Coefficient (CD)
Number of Struts (N)
Upstream Flow Velocity (u)
= 25.08 cm (0.82 ft )
= 1.58 cm (0.05 ft )
= 30.48 cm (1.0 ft )
= 0.086
= 6
= 161 m/sec (530 ft/sec)
Splitter Trailing Edge Noise
The splitter trailing edge noise estimate is based on a semiempirical
formulation by I.L. Ver (Reference 7) and is as follows (for any 1/3-
octave band):
PWL = 126 + 55 log M + 10 log A - 45 log (P/100) + 7.5 log (T/530)
where
PWL = 1/3-octave power level, dB re 10-13 watt
and
M = surface Mach number
A = surface area, ft2
P = percent open area of cross section of flow passage area
T = air tempetature, ° R
The following values were used in the calculation of splitter trailing edge
noise:
Surface Area (A)	 = 4.63 m2
 (20.75 ft 2)
Percent Open Area of Cross Section
of Flow Passage Area (P)	 = 92%
Temperature (T)	 = 294.3 K (530 0 R)
Trailing Edge Mach Number (M) 	 = 0.48
8.1.2 Rotor 55 Flow Noise Investieation
One of the objectives in the Aft Noise Suppression Test series was to
determine Irvels of treatment regenerated flow noise by varying the Mach
number in the aft duct, since in highly suppressed fan exhaust ducts there is
a possible noise floor which may limit the achievable suppression. The noise
floor is thought to be a function of the duct Mach number; therefore, the Mach
number was varied in these tests over a range representative of the QCSEE
engine to determine whether a significant suppression decrease at Mach num-
bers above 0.4 occurred. The configurations involved are shown in Figure 187.
and provided three Mach numbers at a given fan speed. The lowest Mach num-
bers were achieved with the nominal nozzle configuration without a splitter
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• HARD ROTOR-OGV
• TREATMENT L/H = 4.6
CONFIGURA'T'ION 18, }lAftDWALL, NOMINAL NOZZLE
CONFIGURATION 23, HARJWALL, OPEN NOZZLE --
b
CONFIGURATION 9, POROSITY 27%, NOMINAL NOZZLE WITH SPLITTER
CONFIGURATION 10, POROSITY = 27%, OPEN NOZZLE WITH SPLITTER
0,64 cm (0,25 in
SPLITTER TREATMENT DEPTHS
0,64 cm (0.25 in.)
1.27	 0.64 1,91 3.81 cm
(0,50) (0.25)(0.75)(1,50) in. TREATMENT DEPTHS
CONFIGURATION 8, POROSITY = 27%, NOMINAL NOZZLE
Figure 187. Treatment Regenerated Flow Noise Configurations,
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Y
installed. Installing the splitter increased the Mach numbers. A further
increase to the highest Mach numbers was achieved by opening the nozzle.
The suppression levels %thieved with the three different Mach numbers
are shown in Figure 188 at 100% fan speed and at acoustic angles of 1.94 and
12.13 radians (111 and 122°). An average duct Mach number for the configur-
ations is shown below:
Configuration	 MDuct
Nominal nozzle without splitter 	 0.40
Nominal nozzle with splitter - outer channel 	 0.50
- inner channel	 0.46
Open nozzle with splitter - outer channel 	 0.56
- inner channel	 0.52
Looking at the suppression levels we see that installation of the
splitter resulted in an increase in suppression peaking at 6300 Hz which
was the tuning frequency of the splitter. There is a degradation in sup-
pression below 3150 Hz, but whether this is due to a flow noise floor or a
decrease in bandwidth cannot be established. Opening the nozzle with the
splitter installed did not result in any significant change in the suppres-
sion levels. One would expect a decrease in suppression if a treatment-
regenerated noise floor were being reached at the higher Mach numbers.
Using the results with the 0.52 Mach number and assuming that a noise
floor had been reached, the impact of flow noise on the suppressed engine
noise was estimated. The Rotor 55 levels were extrapolated to a 152.4-m
(500-ft) sideline at a 61-m (200-ft) altitude with an adder of 10 log
(treatment area) applied. No frequency shift was made.
The results for the takeoff and approach conditions are given in Fig-
ures 189 and 190. At takeoff this "worst case" assumption does not show the
flow noise as a problem. The results at approach show that the floor noise
level would raise the total engine system noise from its 87.8-PNdB level to
88.5 PNdB.
8.2 COMPOSITE FACEPLATE MATERIALS
A series of studies were conducted to determine the acoustic character-
istics of the composite-type faceplate material, Keviar, which will be
used in the QCSEE engine composite nacelle. The results were compared with
the characteristics found for the more conventional metal material used
for acoustic treatment faceplates to determine if any differences exist.
The following list summarizes the tests conducted to obtain pertinent
data in evaluating the acoustic characteristics of the composite faceplate
material.
U.
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•	 D.C. Flow Resistance Tests
•	 Acoustic Duct Transmission Loss Tests
•	 Normal Impedance Tests
8.2.1 Composite Materials Tested
Two composite faceplate s&mples were tested and compared with 'a metal
perforate faceplate in the duct cavity flow apparatus. The first was the
molded three-ply Kevlar faceplate planned for use in the QCSEE inlet. The
second sample was a laser-drilled four-ply graphite faceplate which is
planned for use in the fan exhaust. Specifications for these faceplates
and the metal perforate faceplate are as follows:
Composite Kevlar Faceplate
Porosity = 10%
Hole Diameter = 0.158 cm (0.0625 in.)
Staggered Hole Pattern
3-Ply Thickness = 0.86 cm (0.034 in.)
Coated Thickness = 0.177 cm (0.070 in.)
Laser-Drilled Graphite Faceplate
Porosity = 10%
Hole Diameter = 0.158 cm (0.0625 in.)
Square Hole Pattern
Thickness = 0.1 m (0.04 in.)
Metal Perforate Faceplate
Porosity = 10%
Hole Diameter = 0.158 cm (0.0625 in.)
Staggered. Hole Pattern
Thickness = 0.08 cm (0.0375 in.)
Due to the current manufacturing methods, tapered holes exist in both
composite faceplates. These tapered holes appear as shown in the sketch
given in Figure 191.
8.2.2 Test Results
Both normal impedance tube and D.C. flow resistance tests were run on all
three faceplate materials. Duct transmission loss tests were run on the
composite Kevlar and metal perforate faceplates in a rectangular duct treated
on both sides with a treated length of 11.43 cm (4.5 in.) and a duct height of
20.32 cm (8 in.).
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The D.C. flaw tests on the QCSEE composite faceplates were conducted to
identify poseibl'e differences in acoustic resistance between composite and
metal perforate faceplates.
Two test cases were run to check the accuracy and repeatability of
the data. These results, compared with the predicted and previous results
are shown in Figure 192. The predicted resistance is based on the following
equation derived in earlier D.C. flow work with metallic perforate sheet:
pu
R = 0.862 a2
where
R = resistance	 mks rayls
p = air density	 kg/m3
u = flow velocity	 m/sec
a = porosity	 dimensionless
Figure 192 shows good agreement with both the previous D.C. flow test
data and the correlation equation.
Test results for the composite faceplates are shown in Figures 193
and 194, and also are compared with the predicted resistance. The results
indicate that the D.C. flow resistance does differ with the flow direction
through the tapered holes for both composite faceplates. These D.C. flow
differences, however, are reasonably small. The dashed lines on the figures
indicate a two percent change in porosity to show the magnitude of the
changes.
The duct transmission loss tests were run to check the suppression
characteristics and identify differences between the composite Kevlar and
metal perforate faceplates. Figures 195, 196, and 197 show the measured
rectangular duct results for Mach numbers 0.0, 0.3, and 0.4. Note that the
thicker composite avlar faceplate shifts the peak suppression down approxi-
mately 1/3 octave and does not appear to change the amount of peak suppression.
The shifting of the peak suppression frequency can be attributed to the
differences in faceplate thickness. No correlation on the amount of peak
suppression can be obtained from these results, since 10% porosity is over-
damped and the peak frequency shifts with no adjustment being made to maintain
an optimum porosity. However, these results do indicate the corrections
necessary to a treatment design to maintain comparable suppression.
The final tests were conducted to determine the normal impedance charac-
teristics of the various samples. These results are presented in Figure198.
For each sample, the resistance results were nearly identical. The reactance,
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• Thickness = 0.083 cm (0.0325 in.)
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• Hole Diam = 0.158 cm (0.0625 in.)
• Thickness = 0.086 cm (0.034 in.)
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however, does differ and agrees with the peak frequency shift, as seen in the
transmission loss results.
Therefore, from the data presented here, the proper adjustments can be
defined and the corrections incorporated into a composite faceplate treat-
ment design equivalent to a conventional design.
8.3 COMPOSITE NACELLE FLEXIBLE JOINT TRANSMISSION LOSS STUDY
The QCSEE composite nacelle will utilize chevron seals at a number of
flexible joint locations to aerodynamically seal access panels and doors.
Since the chevron seal is designed to withstand chemicals and engine aero-
dynamic conditions, its suitability for containing the high sound pre^sure
levels were unknown. To answer this question, a series of tests were defined
in which a test panel typical of the engine nacelle was built and tested with
a number of seal configurations using standard transmission loss procedures.
The test results were analyzed to determine whether the seals were a problem
and if so, whether the problem could be corrected. These results are pre-
sented and discussed below.
8.3.1 Identification of Nacelle Flex Joints
Preliminary analysis of the QCSEE composite nacelle considered the six
seal joints shown in Figure 199 and identified the most critical areas sub-
ject to noise leakage. Figures 200 through 203 are detailed views showing,
the construction at the seal locations designated at 1, 2, 5, and 6 in Fig-
ure 199. Seal Locations 3 and 4 were omitted from further consideration due
to their remote location relative to the noise source. Seal Location 3 can
only radiate or leak noise to the inner engine stucture, causing no far-
field noise leakage problem. Seal Location 4 would only short-circuit
the flap treatment; to be a problem, the seal would have to have a very
small transmission loss. Seal Locations 1 and 2 (shown in Figures 200
and 201) are circumferential seals located forward and aft of the fan and are
considered to be possible problem areas since they are subjected to the
unsuppressed noise levels. Of the two seal locations, Seal Location 1 appears
to be the most prone to noise leakage, because it has no positive interlocking
surface.
Figures 202 and 203 show Locations 5 and 6, which are axial seals
located either side of the pylon and along the bottom of the engine. A
comparison of these figures indicates that Seal Location 6 would be most
prone to noise leakage. Therefore, Seal Locations 1 and 6 were identi-
fied as possible problem areas, with Seal Location 6 selected to be lab
tested, since when compared to Seal Location 1 it is the more prone to noise
leakage, due to its small joint thickness and slot offset.
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8.3.2 Transmission Loss Test Arrangement
The 0.91-m (3-ft) , by 2.13-m (7-ft) test panel was composed of two com-
posite structures aligned by pins, as shown in Figure 204. The construction
was typical of composite nacelle engine hardware in that the materials,
densities, and dimensions resembled engine seal locations. A perforated
Kevlar faceplate to model engine treatment was not tested for reasons of cost,
the possibility of obscuring the seal performance, and violating ASTM transmis-
sion loss standards. The chevron seal was chosen for use in the composite
nacelle and is presently in use on the GE CF6 production engines. The seal is
composed of a polyester dacron core molded into a fluorosilicone rubber seal;
it was tested in the configuration shown in Figure 204. A second seal, the
bulb seal shown in Figure 205, was tested for comparison purposes to determine
a possible means for increasing the acoustic performance of the seals.
Limiting test cases, represented by no seal and a solid test panel, were also
tested so as to identify the joint characteristics. The solid test panel
serves as a reference case and the seal configuration shows the effect
of an offset leakage path. The frequency range was 125 to 10,000-Hz 1/3-octave
bands and the source sound power was as large as the lab could reasonably
obtain.
8.3.3 Transmission Loss Test Results
Test results were obtained for the configurations below.
Summary of Test Configuration Definitions
1. Base Structure - 1/8-in. vertical gap sealed (7-ft direction)
2. Chevron Seal - 1/8-in. vertical gap with chevron seal
3. Bulb Seal - 1/8-in. vertical gap with bulb seal at 50% compression
4. No Seal - 1/8-in. vertical open gap; no seal present.
The lab report can be found in Appendix A. From those results the compari-
sons shown in Figures 206 through 208 were plotted, comparing the base struc-
ture results with the chevron, the bulb, and the no-seal results. These com-
parisons show the seal and gap configurations' relative transmission loss
effects on the base structure for the panel tested. These are not absolute
levels, since an engine configuration would have different seal-to-base struc-
ture area ratios. Figure 209 compares the bulb and chevron seal configurations
and indicates the respective effects of the two seals.
8.3.4 Data Analysis and Application to Engine Configuration
The engine flexible seal joint performance was estimated by evaluating
the seal effects on the far-field engine spectra for the critical transmission
k.
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paths. The results showed small increases in the critical sound pressure
levels, increases that result in very small perceived noise level (PNL)
chawj;^es when applied to the proper sepctra. The following paragraphs show how
the test data were corrected and applied to the engine to analyze the far-field
affects.
The test data presented in Figures 206 througgh 209 apply to the config-
urations tested, which have panel areas of 1.95 m Z (3024.0 in. 2 ) and gap
or seal areas of 0.0068 m2 (10.5 in. 2 ). These two areas represented the
possible sound transmission paths as shown in Figure 210(a). By application
of the following equation the contribution of the seal addition was determined.
Al
(TL l-TL2 ) - 10 Log 10 A2
10
6SPL = 10 Log10 1 + 10
where: DSPL = Difference in transmissin loss of the test panel with and
without the seal (dB)
TLl = Transmission loss of just the base structure (dB)
TL2 = Transmission loss of the seal only (dB)
Al = Area of the base structure m2 (in.2)
A2 = Area of the seal m2	(in.2)
The ASPL and TLl were obtained from the measured data and then combined
with the known areas, Al and A2, to yield the seal transmission loss,
TL2, through the seal alone. This seal transmission loss was then used to
make the engine evaluation.
The engine seal areas that seemed the most critical were defined earlier
herein as the axial seals on the fan cowling. Supplementing this knowledge
with the high fan exhaust suppressions expected, as shown in Figure 211,
it appeared that there might be a noise leakage problem at 1000 or 2000 Hz.
Therefore, the engine configuration was analyzed, and we judged the fan
cowling seals and the fan exhaust duct to be the two transmission paths (see
Figure 210(b)). For the engine configuration, the fan exhaust area was 30
M2 (4651.0 in. 2 ) and the seal area, 1.34 m2 (20.7 in. 2 ). The far-field
results - again using the equation given above - indicated that the engine
sound pressure levels for the chevron seal configuration would increase
about 0.3 dB at both 1000 and 2000 Hz. Similarly, the bulb seal data resulted
in no engine far-field sound pressure level increase at 1000 Hz (0.0 dB) and
an increase of 0.3 dB at 2000 Hz. Running the engine with no seal (that is,
with gap only) would yield sound pressure level increases of 1.9 and 1.2 dB
at 1000 and 2000 Hz. Note that in all the above cases the source was assumed
constant for both the fan exhaust and seal area, when in fact the source
varies along the seal area because of the treatment. This means the above
numbers are a little pessimistic.
Applying the new sound pressure level changes to a predicted fan exhibit
spectrum shown in Figure 212 yields the following PNL numbers.
Ik
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Figure 210. Test Panel and Engine Sound Transmission Paths.
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Seal Effects on Far-Field Fan Exhaust Noise Levels
Configuration	 PNL (PNdB)
Base Structure 88.3	 ---
Chevron Seal 88.4	 +01.1
Bulb Seal 88.4	 +0.1
No Seal 88.5	 +0.2
The flexible joint sound transmission loss study as presented herein points
to the fallowing conclusions.
1. The noise transmitted through the flexible joints on the QCSEE com-
posite nacelle does not significantly change the far-field noise
measurements as shown by the 6PNL's in Table XI.
2. Comparison of the chevron and bulb seals has shown that the flexi-
ble joint noise leakage could, if necessary, be improved by another
choice of seals.
3, The study has shown that even if the seal fails to close the ex-
pected 3.2-mm (1/8-inch) gap, the far-field measurements will not
appreciably be changed.
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9.0 NOMENCLATURE
DF	Fan Diameter
FN	Net Thrust
H	 Duct Height
L/H	 Treated-Duct-Length to Duct-Height Ratio
LT	Treatment Length
M, Mn	Duct Airflow Mach Number
NFC
_ Corrected Fan Speed
N/3e
a	 Faceplate Porosity
a o	 Wavelength of Sound at the Tuning Frequency, fo, of the Treatment
X 	 Phase Wavelength
Z/pc
	
Normalized Complex Acoustic Impedance = R/pc + iX/pc
R/pc
	
Normalized Acoustic Resistance
X/pc
	
Normalized Acoustic Reactance
PC	 Characteristic Impedance of Air (41.5 cgs rayls)
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APPENDIX A
SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS TESTS
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RIVIRHANK ACOUBT'ICAL LA80RAT0RIL8
OF IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE	 1312 BATAVIA AVE., SOX 160
GENEVA, ILLINOIS 60134
712/222-0104
FOUNDED 1911 BY WALLACE CLEMENT SABINE
3
k•
RIEIPORT
FOR: General Electric
ON, 	 1k Inch (31.75 mm) Thick
Honeycomb Panel With Sine._;".ated
.joint Conditions
CONDUCTED: 18 September 1911{°
Sound Transmission Loss
Tests TL 76-3, 4, 5, 6
Page 1of7
TEST METHOD
Unless otherwise designated, the measurements reported below were made
with all facilities and procedures in explicit conformity with the
American Society for Testing and Materials Designations E 90-70 and
E413-?3, as well as other pertinent standards.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIMEN
Thetest specimen was composed of 2 panels, each approximately 1z inch
(31.75 mm) thick; 18 inches (0.46 m) wide and 84 inches (2.13 m) high.
The two panels were held together at the center with pins for alignment
and as a spacer to provide a slat 1/8 inch (3.18 mm) wide and 84 inches
(2.13 m) long. The rest of the panel was held with wood stops on both
sides of the perimeter of the test frame and then caulked to the speci-
men. This center gap was modified to the conditions as listed below.
The specimen had an actual thickness of 1.33 inches (33.8 mm) a d weighed
31 pounds (14.1 kg) an average of 1.5 pounds per ft 2
 (7.32 kg/m ). The
panel was identified as a Flexcore 5052/F40-0019-3.1. The transmission
area, S, used in the computations was 2.0 ft 2
 (1.95 m2).
TL 76-3 Vertical gap sealed.
TL 76-4 Chevron seal.
TL 76-5 Bubble seal 507. compression.
TL 76-6 No seal, open gap.
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS
Sound transmission loss values are tabulated at the eighteen standard
frequencies. An explanation of the sound transmission class rating, a
graphic presentation of the data, and additional information appear on
the following pages.
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY 10 THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT. NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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RIVIERBANK ACOVBTICAL LA80RAT0RIEB
OF IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE 1512 BATAVIA AVE., BOX 119
GENEVA, ILLINOIS 6014
512/232.0104
FOUNDED 1911 BY WALLACE CLEMENT SAIIINE
General Electric REPORT TL 76-3, 4,
	 5,	 6
18 September 1975 page 2 of 7
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS (con't)
FREQUENCY o ln000 ln00000Ln000o0000In000000►n000 0
 0Hertz (CPIs)	
r4 ^ N	 In 000 C^r4 N M Zi	 %O r4 r-I N N M * Irk 1.0 0G0 r4
TL 76-3
TRANSMISSION -4 CO r- 00 o r-+ 4 No rn o N 4 .1 In oo r- rn
LOSS, dB	 N N N CV N r-I r4 rl N N N N N C") M M M 'n M M M
DEFICIENCIES %0	 In In M N
SOUND TRANS-
MISSION CLASS 24
TL 76-4
TRANSMISSION	 r-1 M N N ^O n n r- r- M %0 00 ON r-4 N N ra r-I M MLOSS, dB	 N N N N N r-d r4 r-I r-I r-I N N N N M M M M M M M
DEFICIENCIES	 N ^t In ,fl r- N
SOUND TRANS-
MISSION CLASS 22
TL 76-5
TRANSMISSION
	 0 Ln ^ ^ M^^ 0 ON r-40 0 M ra MLOSS, dB	 N N N N N rd ra r-I rl N N N N N M M M M M M M
DEFICIENCIES	 r„1	 0 U1  M N
SOUND TRANS-
MISSION CLASS 24
TL 76- 6
TRANSMISSION
-'t 	 0, 0 0, o r- %.0 	 r-, r- I
	
rn "t	 Zf	 I- r. 0, 0 0 0 C=) r+
LOSS, dB N	 r-4 N	 r-I	 N	 r-I r-I r 4 r--I r1 "4 N N N N N M M M M M
DEFICIENCIES M M	 0 ^t
SOUND TRANS-
MISSION CLASS 20 ^,,
+Approved /` Submitted by
Dr. Rennq S. Norman D. A. Gcdonis
Manager Assistant Research Engineer
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT, NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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RIVERBANK ACOVBTICAL LA80RAT0RIEB
OF ITT KSKAIICM (NST"m	 1512 BATAVIA Aft, BOX 189
GENEVA, ILLINOIS 60134
712/232-0104
FREQUENCY, HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND)
PAGE 3 0F 7 . TL 76-3 THIS PAGE ALONE IS NOT A COMPLETE REPORT
THE SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THE TESTED SPECIMEN IS SHOWN BY THE
CURVED LINE IN THE ABOVE GRAPH. THE BROKEN LINE IS THE LIMITING
SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS CONTOUR. THE GRAPH WAS PREPARED ON CODEX
PAPER NO. 31, 462.
THE THEORETICAL TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THAT LIMP MASS HAVING THE SAME
WEIGHT PER SQUARE FOOT AS THE SPECIMEN CAN BE LOCATED BY DRAWING A
STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE TWO SLASH MARKS ON THE EDGES OF THE GRID.
THIS WAS DERIVED FROM THE EQUATION: TL = 20 LOG W i 20 LOG F - 33,
WHERE W IS WEIGHT IN POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT, AND F IS FREQUENCY IN
HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND).
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT. NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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RIVNRBANK ACOUSTICAX+ LABORATORIES
OF IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE 	 1512 BATAVIA AVE., 6011 189GENEVA, ILLINOIS 40134
312/232-0104
FOUNDED 191E BY WALLACE CLEMENT SABINE
FREQUENCY, HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND)
PAGE 4 OF 7 , TL 76-4 THIS PAGE ALONE IS NOT A COMPLETE REPORT
THE SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THE TESTED SPECIMEN IS SHOWN BY THE
CURVED LINE IN THE ABOVE GRAPH. THE BROKEN LINE IS THE LIMITING
SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS CONTOUR. THE GRAPH WAS PREPARED ON CODEX
PAPER NO. 31, 462.
THE THEORETICAL TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THAT LIMP MASS HAVING THE SAME
WEIGHT PER SQUARE FOOT AS THE SPECIMEN CAN BE LOCATED BY DRAWING A
STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE TWO SLASH MARKS ON THE EDGES OF THE GRID.
THIS WAS DERIVED FROM THE EQUATION: TL = 20 LOG W + 20 LOG F - 33,
WHERE W IS WEIGHT IN POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT, AND F IS FREQUENCY IN
HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND).
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT. NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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RIV]GRBANK ACCVSTICAL LABORATORIEt3
OF IIT /T[SEAm" RNISTITUTE
	
	
1512 BATAVIA AVE., sole 149
GENEVA, ILLINOIS 40134
912/222.0104
FOUNDED 1914 BY WAUACE CLEMENT SABINE
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PAGE 5 OF 7, TL 76-5 THIS PAGE ALONE IS NOT A COMPLETE REPORT
THE SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THE TESTED SPECIMEN IS SHOWN BY THE
CURVED LINE IN THE ABOVE GRAPH. THE BROKEN LINE IS THE LIMITINGi
i SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS CONTOUR. THE GRAPH WAS PREPARED ON CODEX
PAPER NO. 31, 462.
THE THEORETICAL. TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THAT LIMP MASS HAVING THE SAME
WEIGHT PER SQUARE FOOT AS THE SPECIMEN CAN BE LOCATED BY DRAWING A
STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE TWO SLASH MARKS ON THE EDGES OF THE GRID.
i THIS WAS DERIVED FROM THE EQUATION: TL = 20 LOG W + 20 LOG F — 33,
`
	
	 WHERE W IS WEIGHT IN POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT, AND F IS FREQUENCY IN
HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND).
•^ao.• Its-tied- ^ -s s-.00-soo-uo -lao- Ins-I4asao.2soa s-roo-
s	 1 2 s 1 9 s	 1
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT. NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE Of ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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3LYV'3ER13ANK ACOTJSTICAL LABORATORIES
OF ITT RESEARCH INSTITUTE	 1512 SATAVIA AVE., BOX 119
GENEVA, ILLINOIS 60134
312/232-0104
FREQUENCY, HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND)
PAGE 6 OF 7 , TL 76-6 THIS PAGE ALONE IS NOT A COMPLETE REPORT
THE SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THE TESTED SPECIMEN IS SHOWN BY THE
CURVED LINE IN THE ABOVE GRAPH. THE BROKEN LINE IS THE LIMITING
SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS CONTOUR. THE GRAPH WAS PREPARED ON CODEX
PAPER NO. 31, 462.
THE THEORETICAL TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THAT LIMP MASS HAVING THE SAME
WEIGHT PER SQUARE FOOT AS THE SPECIMEN CAN BE LOCATED BY DRAWING A
STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE TWO SLASH MARKS ON THE EDGES OF THE GRID.
THIS WAS DERIVED FROM THE EQUATION; TL = 20 LOG W + 20 LOG F - 33,
WHERE W IS WEIGHT IN POUNDS * PER SQUARE FOOT. AND F IS FREQUENCY IN
HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND),
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC 
SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT, NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN.
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GENEVA, ILLINOIS 60134
3I2/232-0104
FOUNDED 191E BY WALLACE CLEMENT SA/INE
REPORT
Page 7 of 7
The airborne sound transmission loss (TL) of a specimen
is the ratio, expressed in decibels, (dB) of the sound
power incident upon the specimen to the sound power trans-
mitted through and radiated by the specimen when the sound
fields on both sides are diffuse.
These measurements were made using a one-third octave band
of pink noise, swept in fifteen minutes from 100 to 5000
Hertz (cycles per second). Two such runs were made, with a
system interchange between. During each run the ratio of
sound pressure levels in the two rooms is automatically and
directly recorded graphically. The final results are ob-
tained with a resultant precision better than a 9M. con-
fidence limits of + 1 decibel.
The Sound Transmission Class (STC) is computed in accor-
dance with ASTM E90-70 and E413-73. This number is intend-
ed to be used as a preliminary estimate of the acoustical
properties of the specimen. Ultimate decisions should al-
ways be based upon the entire TL curve or values at all
test frequencies.
Whenever a filler wall is used in mounting aspecimen, the
sound power transmitted through that wall is calculated and
incorporated into the measured results before reporting.
5
1
THE RESULTS REPORTED ABOVE APPLY ONLY TO THE SPECIFIC SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR MEASUREMENT. NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER SPECIMEN,
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APPENDIX B
ACOUSTIC DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR BULK ABSORBER FAN INLET TREATMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Suppression of forward radiated fan noise is essential to attaining a
low-noise engine design that will meet future aircraft certification require-
ments. The amount of acoustic treatment that can be applied to the inlet wall
is generally limited by the inlet length, which for a typical wide-body
,het in use today is on the order of 0.6 fan diameters or for a future low-
noise configuration is on the order of 1.0 fan diameters. Within this con-
straint of length it is possible to consider the use of acoustic splitters.
However, this approach has many drawbacks such as increased inlet total
pressure loss, distortion, and anti-icing requirements which penalize the
system and lead to the desire for alternate methods of increasing inlet
suppression within allowed inlet length.
one means of increasing inlet suppression is to deviate from the
typical perforated plate and honeycomb single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
resonator-type treatment panel design and utilize a bulk absorber panel..
The bulk absorber is also covered with a perforated plate but its function
is primarily to hold the acoustic treatment in place. Bulk absorber designs
have demonstrated on many engine and scale model 	 programs signficant
increased suppression relative to SDOF designs. In the past, bulk absorbers
have not been considered for flight hardware because of potential problems
with the environment (such as accumulation of dirt, grease, fuel, etc.,
in the fiber), durability of the fiber, and mechanical design of panels
which were compatible to the SDOF panels in terms of weight and cost of
fabrication. Recent studies by General Electric have answered these
questions concerning bulk absorbers and led to their acceptance for poten-
tial flight hardware application.
The acoustic design of treatment panels using bulk absorbers has
been primarily on a cut-and-try basis; however after several successful
full-scale and scale model tests General Electric and NASA have accumulated
sufficient data to establish a design procedure which can be substantiated
by data. This appendix documents this procedure and provides the substanti-
ated data used to determine each step of the design procedures as well as
that used to support the assumptions inherent to the design. Based on
experience to date, utilization of the procedure will result in a design
which attains more suppression than a well-designed SDOF treatment of equal
length. The exact level of suppression will depend upon many factors which
are beyond the scope of the analysis and design procedure.
The design procedure is limited to two types of bulk absorber material,
Scottfelt and Kevlar, which have been tested on both scale model and full-
scale engines. The Scottfelt material has been used in ground static tests
but is not considered acceptable for flight hardware. The Kevlar material
has been used in static tests and has also been considered for flight hard-
ware application.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCEDURE
In order to arrive at a design procedure for hulk absorber inlet
treatment, it was first necessary to establish the design parameters which
would affect the acoustic characteristics of the treatment panels and then
secondly to correlate these parameters with analytical and empirical results
to arrive at a set of design curves. Section 2.1 presents the data used
to evaluate the various design parameters that could affect the panel
impedance and the resulting conclusions as to their impact on the design.
Section 2.2 presents the design curves which were developed and the empiri-
cal results used to establish the validity of the curves.
2.1 EVALUATION OF DESIGN PARAMETERS
2.1.1 Reactance
The acoustic impedance for a given suppressor system is defined as
the complex ratio of sound pressure averaged over the surface to volume
velocity through it. Mathematically the impedance can be expressed as:
[Z =R+ W
where R equals the real part of the complex quantity and is referred
to as the acoustic resistance and X. the reactance, represents the complex
part of the impedance express iota.
The acoustic reactance is important in the development of a treatment
design procedure since this parameter determines the frequency range for
which the suppressor system will effectively suppress the incident noise
level. For normal incidence sound it can be shown that the maximum suppres-
sion is obtained for an acoustic reactance of zero and a resistance value of
1.0 R/pc. However, for conditions with random incidence sound and imposed
airflow, as in the engine inlet environment, the peak suppression frequency
has been shown to be obtained for a reactance value less than zero.
In order to determine the required reactance for a desired peak sup-
pression frequency the following parameters were evaluated for their impact
on the treatment material reactance.
a. Material density
b. Panel Thickness
C.	 Incident sound pressure level
d. Flow over the faceplate
e. Faceplate porosity
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For each of these parameters, data are presented which were obtained
on Scottfelt and/or Kevlar bulk-absorber-type materials. For the case
where data for one material are presented, the assumption is made that the
effects are typical of both materials.
2.1.1.1 Material Density
Figures 213 and 214 compare the measured acoustic reactance values for
two bulk absorber materials, Scottfelt and Kevlar, at three different
density values. The data are for 1.0-in. thick material and were obtained
from normal incidence impedance tube.
The measured reactance given in Figure 213 is for the Scottfelt bulk
absorber material. The three different samples of material tested are
designated as Scottfelt 2-900, 3-900, and 4-900. The numbers 2, 3, and 4
indicate the compressibility or density factor, whereas the 900 indicates
that the material has 90 pores per inch. The base material, Scottfoam, is
designated as SF 1-900. Therefore Scottfelt 2-900 has a density twice that
of the Scottfoam material.
The comparison of the reactance for the different density values,
ranging from 3.2 lb/ft 3 to 6.2 lb/ft 3 , shows that for reactance values
less than zero, there is little difference in the ieasured data. Therefore,
since the design reactance is always zero or less, variation of the material
density within this range is not considered as a primary factor in the
selection of material to meet the design reactance value.
Figure 214 gives the same type of comparison for Kevlar material.
The type of Kevlar used in these tests is designated as Kevlar 29, Type 973,
which was available in the form of a 0.5-in. thickness per layer. The
uncompressed density is 0.7 lb/ft3.
The results given in Figure 214 are for three different density values,
1.7 lb/ft 3 , 2.38 lb/ft 3,and 2.72 lb/ft 3 . These values were obtained
by placing different amounts of the 0.5-in. layers in a constant 1.0-in.
depth core.
The results are similar to those for the Scottfelt material. For
reactance values less than zero little difference is seen in the measured
dntn. Therefore the iwir(-rial density is not a significant- factor in the
reactance.
The data given in Figure 215 compares measured reactance data for the
Scottfelt and the Kevlar materials. The data are for a 1.0-in. material
depth with the Scottfelt having a density of 3.2 lb/ft 3 while the Kevlar
has a density of 2.72 lb/ft3.
This comparison shows the different type of materials having little if
any effect on the measured reactance. Thus at constant panel thickness
neither the material type or density is a significant factor in selecting
the panel design reactance for these two bulk absorber materials in the
range of densities tested.
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• 1.0 in. Material Thickness
• 22.57, Faceplate Porosity
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Figure 213. Effect of Material Density on Acoustic Reactance of Scottfelt.
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Figure 214. Effect bf Material Density on Acoustic Reactance of Kevlar 29.
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2.1.1.2 Material Thickness
Panel thickness was thought to have the most significant effect on
reactance. The impact that panel depth has on the reactance as a function
of frequency is demonstrated by the data given in Figure 216. Shown are
the measured reactance values for Scottfelt 3-900 covering a material
thickness range from 0.25 to 1.5 in. The thickness is seen to cause a
significant change in panel reactance with the reactance curve being
shifted toward higher frequencies as the panel depth is decreased. Similar
data were obtained on Kevlar materials; these data were used to produce the
design curves in Section 2.2.
2.1.1.3 Sound Pressure Level
The inlet treatment panels see varying surface sound pressure levels,,
both within a given inlet duct as well as from one variable to another.
The data given in Figure 217 are the measured reactance for different
incident sound pressure levels covering the range of 130 through 160 dB.
This comparison of data shows the sound pressure level.has little if any
effect on the measured reactance.
2.1.1.4 Flow Over the Panel Faceplate
In an engine inlet the treatment panels have airflow passing over the
surface which could affect the panel reactance. The expected change in
reactance due to the presence of flow is illustrated in Figure 218 for a
bulk absorber material with a perforated faceplate. The predicted reactance
change, which is seen to be very small, was calculated by assuming the mass
reactance term to be a function of the faceplate thickness. The total
reactance term is given as follows for a resonator-type configuration:
x/ pc = 2frt' /aX - cot 27Th
t = faceplate thickness
t'	 t + ad
d = hole diameter
a = faceplate porosity
h = cavity depth
X wavelength
a = a constant depending upon the duct Mach number
The term 2frt'/aX is the mass reactance term and is a function of the faceplate
thickness, porosity, frequency, and some "end correction factor" which effec-
tively increases the thickness of the faceplate. However, it has been
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Figure 216. Effect of Thickness on Acoustic Reactance of Scottfelt 3-900.
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Figure 218. Effect of Flow on Acoustic Reactance of Bulk Absorber Panel.
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shown that with the presence of flow this factor is decreased and the effective
length becomes simply the faceplate thickness for a duct Mach number greater
than approximately 0.35. The reactance difference shown in Figure 218 is
the calculated mass term added to the measured bulk absorber reactance. The
mass reactance was calculated by assuming the faceplate thickness t, equal to
the total thickness t' since the excited particle velocity for a resonator
system which introduces the end correction factor is not expected to exist in
a bulk absorber suppressor system. Figure 219 compares the calculated reac-
tance with and without flow for a SDOF resonator system. At zero flow the
SDOF resonator has the entire end correction in the mass reactance calcula-
tion. However at 0.4 Mach number this correction is eliminated which produces
the significant shift in the reactance to higher frequencies. The shift seen
in Figure 2181 for the bulk absorber with faceplate is small when compared with
the results for the SDOF system since the end correction factor is not applied.
For the design curves of Section 2.2 it was assumed flow over the face-
plate has no significant effect on reactance.
2.1.1.5 Faceplate Porosity
The application of bulk absorber materials in an engine environment
necessitates the use of a faceplate material to contain the bulk absorber
material. In selecting the faceplate it is important that the facing is
acoustically transparent, thereby either eliminating or minimizing the
impact of the faceplate on the acoustic characteristics of the bulk absorber.
An investigation of the faceplate effects has been made in order to determine
a proper faceplate design. The results are given in Figures 220 and 221.
Figure 220 compares the predicted impact of a given faceplate material
on the acoustic reactance for a typical resonator treatment design versus
that for a bulk absorber. The thickness of the resonator and the bulk absor-
ber is 1.0 in.
The faceplate porosity for the resonator has a significant effect on the
panel reactance. The change is due to the difference in the calculated mass
reactance resulting from the two different porosity values, 10 versus 251.
The reactance curve shifts to a higher frequency as the porosity is increased
from 10 to 251. The comparison given for the bulk absorber configuration is
for a 251 porosity faceplate versus no faceplate. As can be seen, the
reactance change is smaller than the resonator change. Here the increase in
reactance was determined by calculating and then adding the mass reactance
that corresponds to a faceplate having 251 porosity to the measured reactance
for a bulk absorber with no faceplate.
Figure 221 compares data for the bulk absorber material Scottfelt with
and without a faceplate. This comparison shows little if any difference at
most of the frequencies in the measured reactance and substantiates the
assumed mass calculation given in Figure 220. Based on this comparison it
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iwas assumed that the faceplate porosity is not a factor in the design of the
bulk absorber panel reactance.
2.1.2 Resistance
The acoustic resistance is defined as the real part of the acoustic
impedance for a given suppressor system. The resistance value is that para-
meter which primarily determines the level of suppression that can be obtained
from a given absorptive-type suppressor system. The parameters felt to have a
significant impact on the resistance for the bulk absorber materials Scottfelt
and Kevlar have been evaluated and are presented below.
2.1. 1 .1 Material Density
The measured acoustic resistance as a function of frequency obtained
from normal impedance tube data is given in Figure 222. The data are for the
hulk absorber Scottfelt having a constant material thickness of 1.0 inch and
for a range of material densities from 3.2 lb/ft 3 to 6.2 lb/ft3 . The
density is a significant factor in establishing the acoustic resistance for a
given material. In comparing the average resistance values over the frequency
range for which data were taken, the resistance is about double that for the
higher versus the lower density material.
Figure 223 gives the measured resistance for 1.0-in. deep Kevlar material.
The data are for different material densities. Here, as was the case for
Scottfelt, the resistance is a function of the Kevlar density. The
average resistance over the indicated frequency range increases from about 0.7
R/pc to about 1.1 R/pc as the density increases from 1.7 lb/ft 3 to 2.72
lb/ft3 . These data were used in the development of the design curves in
Section 2.2.
2.1.2.2 Material Thickness
Resistance versus material thickness is represented in the data shown
in Figure 224. The measured resistance values are for the Scottfelt 3-900
material at thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 in. The data show that resistance
increases with increased material thickness with the increase more significant
in the higher frequency bands.
Figure 225 compares the measured resistance for Kevlar-type material
at two different treatment depths with approximately the same density. Here,
as in the results from the Scottfelt, resistance increases with increasing
material thickness with an average value of about 0.8 R/pc for 1.0 in. versus
1.3 R/pc for a 2.0-in. thick material. These data were used in developing
the design curves of Section 2.2.
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2.1.2.3 Face2late Porosity
Figure 226 compares resistance data for the bulk absorber Scot.tfelt
3-900. The data were taken at an incident sound pressure level of 160 dB.
The data are for the material having no faceplate and with a faceplate of
22.5%. The results show little difference in the measured resistance levels.
2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CURVES
2.2.1 Reactance
A correlation of the required versus the measured acoustic reactance
for determining the frequency of peak suppression for broadband noise is
presented in Figure 227. This correlation is made up of two parts:
•	 The predicted required reactance as a function of frequency
•	 The bulk absorber reactance as a function of frequency
The predicted required reactances are based on the assumption that in an
inlet configuration the high DFA values (usually 10 or greater) have higher
order mode numbers. The functional form of required reactance has been well
established analytically as:
s = -K DF
PC	 X 
where K = proportionality constant
DF = fan diameter
ap = phase wavelength = (1-MN)ao
ao = wavelength with no flow
MN = Mach number
The proportionality constant, K, has been determined from General Electric's
experience in the use of bulk absorbers on the inlets of fan vehicles and
engines to be equal to 0.04.
Using the above relation with a constant of 0.04, the predicted reac-
tance curves versus frequency at various fan diameters were generated for a
0.4 Mach number flow.
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The bulk absorber reactance values are data from Section 2.1. As Shown
in Section 2.1 the panel thickness has the only significant effect on reac-
tance, thus these data represent all materials and panel designs.
The frequency of peak attenuation for a given set of conditions is
determined from Figure 227 as follows:
«	 •	 Select the required reactance curve that corresponds to the given
fan inlet diameter. Linear interpolation is made for conditions
that fall between the given curves.
•	 The intersection of the required and actual bulk absorber reactance
curves occurs at the frequency of peak suppression.
Using the information in Figure 227 and similar figures for other Mach
number values, the correlation shown in Figure 228 was obtained. From Figure 228
the frequency of peak suppression is given as a function of fan diameter for a
range of material thicknesses and inlet Mach number values. A linear interpo-
lation can be made for Mach number and material thickness values that fall
between the given curves.
A comparison was made of the peak suppression attained by various bulk
absorber panel designs and that predicted by Figure 228. The bulk absorber
materials and designs used in the comparison are defined below.
Material
	
Faceplate
Configuration	 Type Material
	
Thickness
	 Porosity, %
Full-Scale Engine	 Scottfelt 3-900
	
1.0 in.	 22.5
No. 1
Full-Scale Engine Kevlar	 0.75 in.	 23.0
No. 2
Scale Model Fan
	 Scottfelt 3-900	 0.5 in.	 28.0
No. 1
Scale Model Fan	 Scottfelt 3-900	 0.25 in.	 30.0
No. 2	 (compressed
to 0.18 in.)
Figure 229 shows the agreement between the predicted and the measured
frequency of peak attenuation. The boxes cover the frequency range contained
in each of the different 1/3-octave-band frequencies. That is, if the pre-
dicted and the measured frequency values fall within the same box then the
measured and the predicted 1/3-octave-band frequency of peak suppression are
in agreement. The four comparisons given show that the predicted and the
measured frequencies are in agreement and substantiate the design curve in
Figure 228.
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For each of the configurations compared in Figure 229, Figures 230
through 237 give the actual measured 1/3-octave-band suppression levels
and the reactance values from Figure 227 used to establish the predic-
ted peak suppression frequency. Since the tone levels are usually suppressed
at a much higher rate than the broadband noise suppression, the increased tome
suppression values relative to the broadband suppression rate are indicated
when applicable with each of the given suppression spectra. Broadband suppres-
sion levels are indicated at each of the tones. The broadband suppression was
determined by taking the difference between the estimated broadband level at
the tone for the unsuppressed and suppressed spectra.
2.2.2 Resistance
In the design of acoustic liners for engine exhaust ducts, there are
some specific criteria for selecting the panel resistance. At the present
time there is no such criteria for inlet panel designs. It was thought, based
on simple resonator design equations, that an average resistance value of 1 pc
would be a reasonable design objective. Five sets of test data were analyzed
to determine if a correlation of resistance and suppression is evident. The
five configurations evaluated were:
Material Faceplate
Configuration Type Material Thickness Porosity, %
Full-Scale Engine Scottfelt 3-900 1.0	 in. 22.5
No. 1
Full-Scale Engine Kevlar 0.75 in. 23.0
No. 2
Scale Model Fan Scottfelt 3-900 0.5 in. 28.0
No. 1
Scale Model Fan	 Scottfelt 3-900	 0.25 in.	 30.0
No. 2	 (compressed
to 0.18 in.)
Scale Model Fan	 Scottfelt 3-900	 0.775 in.	 23.0
No. 3
The test data were evaluated using peak broadband suppression divided
by the ratio of treatment length to fan diameter (pdB/LT/DF). This param-
eter was then adjusted for the ratio of fan diameter to peak suppression_ fre-
quency wavelength, DFA . The resistance of the treatment panel was obtained
from impedance tube data presented in Section 2.1. The resulting correlation
is shown in Figure 238. The data show a trend toward peaking between 0.9 and
1.4 pc; however, with this limited data it is not possible to draw a firm
k
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conclusion. The two test configurations with 0.9 and 1.4 pc did provide more
peak suppression than the other three, but other differences in the test con-
figurations may be significant. Until further data can be obtained it is
recommended that a design objective of 1.0 pc be used for acoustic resistance.
Using 1 pc as a design objective, Figures 239 and 240 were developed
from the impedance tube data of Section 2.0 for Scottfelt and Kevlar, respec-
tively. From these figures it is possible to select the material density for
a given panel thickness. A band of resistance values from 0.8 to 1.2 pc is
shown, and designs falling within the band would be expected to perform as well
as the data shown on Figure 238.
A compressibility factor is designated on Figures 239 and 240. In
Figure 239 the compressibility scale indicates that the 0.5-in. thick uncom-
pressed Kevlar material has a factor of 1.0 and a density of 0.7 lb/ft3.';
Two layers of 0.5-in. thick material fitted into a 0.5-in. core depth would
have a factor of 2.0 and a corresponding density value of 1.44 lb/ft 3 . The
compressibility for Scottfelt is shown on Figure 240. Here a compression
factor of 1.0 represents the base material Scottfoam which has a density of
1.6 lb/ft 3 . This material can be obtained in different thicknesses having
the density values shown and designated as SF 2-900, 3-900, etc.
It
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3.0 DESIGN PROCEDURE
3.1 SUMMARY
A design procedure for bulk absorber inlet configurations has been
evolved and is presented herein. The design method is based on the curves
developed in Section 2.0. The procedure gives the information needed to
define bulk absorber treatment designs consisting of Scottfelt or Kevlar-type
materials.
A sketch depicting a typical bulk absorber treatment panel is given
in Figure 241. Note that the material and panel thicknesses are not the same
since the faceplate and backing thicknesses are included in the total panel
depth. Previous design experience has shown that,bulk absorber material
should be compressed to fit within the panel. This keeps the material firmly
in place and adds stiffness to the faceplate. Thus when selecting the
material it should be thicker prior to installation than the final installed
material thickness. The faceplate dimensions as given are typical examples
of those used in previous panel designs.
A summary of the steps that will be followed in the design procedure are
as follows:
Step 1: Determine the design frequency from the Noy-weighted unsuppres-
sed spectrum.
Step 2:	 Determine the treatment panel thickness.
Step 3:	 Select the material density.
Step 4:
	
Define the faceplate porosity.
3.2 DETERMINATION OF FREQUENCY OF PEAK SUPPRESSION
It is essential in any treatment design procedure to know the spectral
characteristics of the noise source that is to be suppressed. Jet engine
noise levels are evaluated in terms of PNdB. Therefore, the suppressor
system should be designed to effectively reduce the noise source at the
highest weighted frequency in the PNdB calculation.
Figure 242 gives the PNdB Noy-weighting factors as a function of fre-
quency that are to be added to the unsuppressed noise spectrum to define the
frequency or frequencies that most control the noise level in terms of PNdB.
An example of an unsuppressed fan noise spectrum with and without the Noy-
weighting corrections are shown in Figure 243. The Noy-weighted spectrum
shows the spectrum level being dominated at 2500 Hz. Thus the treatment de-
sign for this particular case would be the most effective in terms of suppres-
sion in PNdB if it is designed to give its peak attenuation at 2500 Hz.
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3.3 DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL THICKNESS
The correlation given in Figure 244 enables the material thickness to be
determined once the design frequency has been selected. The correlation de-
fines the material thickness requirement as a function of:
•	 Fan Diameter
•	 Fan Inlet Mach Number
Upon entering Figure 244 with the above parameters identified, plus
having selected the design frequency, the material thickness is then deter-
mined.
3.4 SELECTION OF MATERIAL DENSITY
Having determined the material thickness required to satisfy the panel
tuning requirements, the next procedure in the design is to determine the
thickness density combination for either Kevlar or Scottfelt needed to give
the selected resistance. Given in Figures 245 and 246 are the acoustic re-
sistance values for Kevlar and Scottfelt for different material density and
thickness combinations. These two figures thus allow the density to be
defined once the depth requirement has been determined. A range of resistance
from 0.8 to 1.2 R/uc is given. A nominal averaged resistance value of 1.0
R/NC is recommended.
3.5 SELECTION OF FACEPLATE POROSITY
The purpose of the perforated faceplate is to contain the bulk absorber
material. The objective is to have the plate fulfill this purpose and to
offer an acoustic transparency to the incident sound wave. Based upon data
presented and discussed in Section 2.0 of this report a faceplate porosity of
at least 22.5% is recommended in all bulk absorber treatment panel designs.
Porosity values less than this are not felt to be acoustically transparent
and therefore could change the impedance characteristics of the bulk absorber
materials.
3.6 SUPPRESSION
Determining the PNdB suppression that will be obtained with a given in-
let is dependent upon many factors which cannot be defined in a specific de-
sign procedure and some of them are:
•	 Spectral content of the source
•	 Tone (blade passing frequency and harmonics) level relative to
broadband noise
k.1 .
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•	 Radial distribution of the source noise in the inlet
•	 Length of inlet treatment
•	 Fan speed
•	 Acoustic angle of interest
•	 Other engine noise sources
As a general guide, the bulk absorber treatment will provide 2 to 5
PNdB more suppression than an equal length SDOF design. At approach power
settings the difference will be larger than that obtained at the higher
power settings. Multiple pure tones (MPT's) associated with high tip
speed fans will be more affected by the increased suppression than low tip
speed fans which do not have MPT's.
This general guideline applies to inlets with between 0.4 and 1.0
fan diameters of treatment length. Shorter lengths will have less increase
simply because there is less suppression attainable. For example at 0.2
fan diameters of treatment an SDOF design may attain only 2-PNdB suppres-
sion. A bulk absorber design which might attain twice that is still only
2-PNdB more than the SDOF design. At longer treatment lengths the differ-
ence in bulk absorber and SDOF treatments decreases because both have such
large suppression` levels that only the lower order modes remain in the
inlet and the wall treatment becomes less effective.
On a sideline basis, the suppression will vary with acoustk angle
with the lower angles (relative to inlet axis) such as 20° and 30° having
less suppression than that attained at 60° to 90% The bulk absorber
inlet will usually provide more suppression than the SDOF at all angles.
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